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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
Jessica L. Fehrs
Doctor of Philosophy
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
June 2021
Title: Mechanisms for Stability, Degradation, and Regeneration of Ni(Oxy)Hydroxide for
Oxygen Evolution Electrocatalysis and Photocatalysis
There is a global annual increase in energy consumption and a corresponding
global increase in harmful carbon emissions and greenhouse gases into Earth’s
atmosphere. Anthropogenic greenhouse gases in our atmosphere are the major contributor
to global warming, where CO2 emissions from the use of fossil fuels is the primary factor.
Chapter I of this dissertation reviews these statistics in the context of energy consumption
by the U.S. and globally, with an emphasis on commercial sectors with the greatest impact
on these statistics. Chapter I introduces photoelectrochemical cells (PEC) for water splitting
as a promising possibility for alternative renewable energy. Chapter II introduces the
material Ni (oxy)hydroxide (NiOxHy), a widely used and studied electrocatalysts for water
electrolysis, namely the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) half-reaction. The physical,
structural, and electrochemical properties of the material are reviewed.
Chapter III presents a new analysis on the structure-stability relationship of Ni
(oxy)hydroxide during and after prolonged OER catalysis. Chapter IV evaluates the
NiOxHy material with Fe-incorporation; Ni(Fe)OxHy is one of the most active known
catalyst for OER. The role of dynamic Fe incorporation/exclusion during operation and
the potential role it plays in the high activity and stability of Ni(Fe)OxHy is investigated.
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Chapter V of this work presents an electrode-level-approach to using Ni(Fe)OxHy for
PEC applications. In this chapter a full fabrication scheme is presented for photoanodes
utilizing Ni(Fe) (oxy)hydroxide as a catalyst. This work builds on the fundamental
studies of the catalyst stability and broadens the scope to full photoanode stability for
OER catalysis.
This dissertation contains entirely unpublished work at the time of authorship.
Manuscripts for publication based on the material herein are in preparation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The continual progression of global human lifestyle standards has led to a
consistent growth in global energy consumption; in 2019 the annual global primary
energy consumption rose 1.3%.2 In the past ten years the average growth rate for total
energy consumption is 1.8% (Figure 1.1a). While it is important to recognize that this
increase is less than the average for this past decade, it does still mark the continual
increase in demand (Figure 1.1b). Correspondingly, harmful carbon emissions and
greenhouse gases in our atmosphere have been on a continual increase.

Figure 1.1. (a) Global primary energy consumption per year in exajoules (exajoule, EJ = 1018 J).
Primary energy is comprised of commercially traded fuels, including renewables for electricity.
(b) Annual rate of change (increase) in global primary energy consumption per year (% increase
from previous year).2

Studies have shown that greenhouse gases are responsible for a significant portion
of global warming. Investigations of global warming between 1980 and 1990 indicated
that 43% was the direct result of greenhouse gases causing radiative warming3. Carbon
dioxide is the most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas impacting the global
atmosphere; it accounts for 80% of the greenhouse gas contribution to global warming.3
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Atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations are due primarily to the use of fossil fuels.
Other significant gases such as methane and nitrous oxide are primarily due to agriculture
and farming practices.4 The United States and China are the leading nations for CO2
emissions, contributing 14.5% and 28.8% of the global share in 2019 (4964.7 and 9825.8
million tons respectively).2
The US energy consumption in 2019 was 94.65 exajoules (EJ). This was
predominately oil (36.99 EJ or 39%), natural gas (30.48 EJ or 32%), and coal (11.34 EJ
or 12%). Only a mere 6% was renewable sources (5.83 EJ).2 The commercial energy
sectors that could most readily utilize higher percentages of renewables if they were
available would be transportation and electric power production.5 The advantageous
impacts of cutting back on the use of fossil fuels in these sectors has been more evident
than ever in the context of the 2019(-21) global COVID-19 infectious disease pandemic.
In January 2020 the United States reported its first cases of the infectious disease
COVID-19 that had already shown alarming levels of transmission in other nations. The
spread of this infectious disease in the US was rapid; the U.S. government declared
COVID-19 as a public health emergency as of January 31, 2020 and the World Health
Organization officially declared COVID-19 a global pandemic in March 2020. Individual
states in the US began imposing “stay-at-home” quarantine orders as of March 2020.6
The impacts of the national response to quarantine at-home have a direct and measurable
effect on fossil fuel carbon dioxide (FFCO2) emissions due to drastic changes in human
activity. The fossil fuel consumption in the U.S. had a total relative decline of 18.7%
between April and May 2020 (a decline of 41,868,500 million tons). Of this, 39%
(16,462859 million tons) was from a decrease in gasoline transportation and 30% was
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from electricity generation (12,676,128 million tons). The CO2 emission levels associated
with electricity generation measured from March through June show statistically
significant declines of up to 30% decreases in emissions.6 As seen from the dramatic
impact of the sudden decrease gasoline transportation and electricity generation,
replacing fossil fuels with renewables in these energy sectors would similarly result in a
substantial decrease in the national CO2 emissions.
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells have the potential to be a promising solution for
alternative renewable energy. PEC water splitting in particular offers a pathway to
renewable energy via sunlight by splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen gas, where the
only by-product is water. The PEC cell uses a light absorbing semiconductor in connection
with a chemical catalyst to drive the water splitting reaction (Eq. 1.1).7
2H O l →2H g

O g

2 H aq

2e → H g

2H O l

4h → 4 H aq

∆𝐸
∆𝐸
O g

∆𝐸

1.23 V
/
/

Eq. 1.1

0.00 V vs NHE

Eq. 1.2

1.23 V vs NHE

Eq. 1.3

The overall reaction (Eq. 1.1) occurs in two half reactions: hydrogen gas is
produced at the cathode, consuming two electrons (Eq. 1.2), and oxygen gas is produced
at the anode, consuming four holes (Eq. 1.3).8 A thermodynamic minimum potential of
1.23 V is required to drive the water splitting reaction.9 In real systems, a potential in excess
of this standard potential is required (an overpotential). The overpotential required is due
to kinetic barriers associated with the processes. The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER,
Eq. 1.2) proceeds with satisfactory currents with very little overpotential; however, the
oxygen evolution reaction (OER, Eq. 1.3) has considerable kinetic barriers and requires
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substantial overpotentials.10 Thus, OER, which occurs at the anode, is the limiting
component of photoelectrochemical water splitting.
Bridge
This dissertation primarily investigates catalysis for OER, with special focus on
structure-stability-activity relationships of a widely used and studied electrocatalysts for
OER, Ni (oxy)hydroxide. Chapter II introduces the material and provides a review of the
structural, physical, and electrochemical properties. Chapter III focuses exclusively on
rigorously ultra-pure (Fe-free) conditions to characterize and study Ni (oxy)hydroxide in
the absence of Fe. A new analysis on the structure-stability relationship of Ni
(oxy)hydroxide during and after prolonged OER catalysis is presented.
The most active catalyst for OER is not Ni (oxy)hydroxide, but actually an Feincorporated species Ni(Fe) (oxy)hydroxide. Chapter IV presents the activity and stability
of Ni(Fe) (oxy)hydroxide during and after prolonged OER catalysis operation. There is
an emphasis placed on the role of dynamic Fe incorporation/exclusion during operation
and the potential role it plays in the both high activity of the Ni(Fe) (oxy)hydroxide
material (compared to the Fe-free) and the higher stability.
Chapter V of this work presents an electrode-level-approach to using Ni(Fe)
(oxy)hydroxide for PEC applications. In this chapter a full fabrication scheme is
presented for photoanodes utilizing Ni(Fe) (oxy)hydroxide as a catalyst. This work builds
on the fundamental studies of catalyst stability and broadens the scope to full photoanode
stability for OER catalysis.
This dissertation contains entirely unpublished work at the time of authorship.
Manuscripts for publication based on the material herein are in preparation.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND ELECTROCHEMISTRY
OF NICKEL (OXY)HYDROXIDE
Chapter II contains fully unpublished material. The content of this review chapter
was written by me.

General background and introduction to Ni(OH)2
Ni (oxy)hydroxide, NiOxHy, is commonly presented throughout this work as
NiOxHy, indicating variable oxidation states predominant throughout different phases of
operation depending on applied potentials. NiOxHy is widely used in electrocatalysis for
the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) half-reaction of the overall water-splitting reaction.
Ni (oxy)hydroxide has also been extensively used and studied in the battery field. At rest,
in alkaline solution, the NiOxHy is predominantly the Ni(OH)2 species.11 The oxygen
evolution reaction thermodynamically occurs at 1.23 V vs RHE, which is catalyzed by
the predominant NiOOH species at this pH and potential.11 Thus, when studying Ni
(oxy)hydroxide as an OER catalyst it is necessary to also consider the redox behavior of
the material since it will be cycling between the oxide and oxy-hydroxide as potential is
applied to perform OER. The most general chemical equation for the reduction-oxidation
reaction for the conversion between Ni(OH)2 and NiOOH is:
Ni OH

OH ↔ NiOOH

H O

e

(Eq. 2.1)

This seemingly simple equation neglects a vital and complex factor that effects
the activity and stability of this material: the substantial phase and structural changes that
occur during cycling between the products and reactants. The Bode cycle (Fig. 2.1) has
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long been accepted as the operative pathway this material will traverse during
electrochemical reactions and cycling.12,13 It established that there are two distinct forms
of both the Ni(OH)2 and the NiOOH, thus, four distinct phases that the operative material
will cycle through depending on process and application. Figure 2.1 is the Bode cycle
arranged and annotated to be most relevant for electrochemical processes, such as OER.
Most depictions of the Bode cycle in the literature are from a battery perspective and
often feature the initial or starting Ni(OH)2 material as a result of hydrothermal synthesis
(which is -Ni(HO)2 predominantly).

Figure 2.1. The Bode cycle for Ni(OH)2/NiOOH annotated for relevance in electrochemical
catalysis.12,14

It is critical to stress that when referring to a specific phase, it is merely the
predominate phase under the given conditions. At any given time, and based on
conditions and process, there can be, and often will be, co-existing phases in addition to
‘activated’ and ‘deactivated’ states of each.15 Further, there is recent evidence of an
‘intermediate phase’ which is an interleaved structure of both - and -Ni(OH)2.16–18
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Physical properties and structure of the NiOxHy phases
Cathodic electrodeposition of Ni(OH)2 from a Ni salt solution, such as Ni(NO3)2,
leads to the -Ni(OH)2 phase.19 The -oxide is the most disordered and has the largest
sheet spacing (~8 Å) of all four possible phases.13 This phase is meta-stable, and readily
converts into the -Ni(OH)2 after aging (exposure to and soaking in alkaline solutions).
Although the four phases of the Bode cycle interchange in a complex manner depending
on conditions and treatment, generally there are two redox pairs that will interconvert
during cycling. The disordered, wide-spacing -Ni(OH)2 oxidizes to γ-NiOOH; this
redox pair is hereinafter referred to as the /γ pair. The ordered, close-packed -Ni(OH)2
readily oxidizes to the -NiOOH; this redox pair will be referred to as the / pair.
The -Ni(OH)2 and -Ni(OH)2 have the same crystal structure with hexagonal
layered structure. However, the inter-layer chemistries are notably different due to the
differences in the degree of order, sheet spacing, and average oxidation state of the
Ni+n.20 The sheet stacking for the -Ni(OH)2 is the tightest of all four phases, with sheet
spacing of ~4.6 Å. The electrodeposited -Ni(OH)2, with ~8 Å sheet spacing, has
intercalated water and anions causing a turbostratic-disordered structure.17,21–24 The sheet
spacing for the -oxide are larger and resultantly, the Ni-Ni bond length contract by
0.05 Å; the Ni-Ni bond length in the -phase is 3.13 Å, and 3.08 Å for the -phase 20.
Thus, the -Ni(OH)2 has slightly stronger intramolecular bonding than the -Ni(OH)2
phase. Figure 2.2 is an illustration reproduction of early work done by Delahaye-Vaidal
and Figlarz characterizing the two distinct phases of Ni(OH)2.21
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Figure 2.2. Illustration reproduction of Delahaye-Vaidal and Figlarz X-ray diffraction patterns
collected for -Ni(OH)2 (green line) and -Ni(OH)2 (blue line).21 The -Ni(OH)2 phase (blue) has
well defined shape diffraction peaks indicating a high degree of crystallinity. The -Ni(OH)2
phase (green) has broad peaks indicating a more disordered structure.

The differences in the structure order/disorder are readily observed from the Xray diffraction patterns. The sharp peaks of the -phase indicate high degree of
crystallinity, and broadening present in the -phase pattern indicates a less crystalline and
more amorphous material. The predominate species at ambient conditions is Ni(OH)2 and
is easily characterized via ex situ techniques such as XRD. However, since the NiOOH
phase is only predominate in-situ at high oxidizing potentials and in alkaline electrolyte,
characterizing the NiOOH is challenging.13
Oxidation state, conductivity and electrochemistry
The charge of the - and -Ni(OH)2 are fairly identical, with an average oxidation
state of 2.0+ to 2.2+ respectively. However, the corresponding oxy-hydroxide forms have
notably different oxidation states. When the /γ pair is oxidized from -oxide (Ni~2+) to
the γ-oxy-hydroxide it has an average state of 3.5+ to 3.7+. When the / pair is oxidized
from -oxide (Ni~2+) to the -oxy-hydroxide it has an average state of 3+.15 The higher
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oxidation state /γ pair leads to higher charge capacities. One explanation for this is the
larger sheet spacing of the /γ pair allow for more intercalated water ions and cations.
The conductivity of the NiOOH species is five orders of magnitude higher than
that of the Ni(OH)2 species. Resultingly, there is a conductivity ‘turn on’ potential near
100 mV overpotential when the Ni(OH)2 has been converted to NiOOH.25 The efficiency
with which the material can entirely cycle between Ni(OH)2/NiOOH will have a
significant impact on the conductivity of the overall material and correspondingly the
effectiveness of the material to pass current during OER. Further, there is a notable
difference in the conductivity between the - and γ-oxy-hydroxide.23 The difficult to
preserve /γ pair is reported to have better electrochemical performance than the /
pair.26 However, it is known that upon discharge/charge cycling the non-conductive
phases can be trapped as non-conductive components of a resistive matrix of
species/phases.15,27,28

Figure 2.3. Illustration reproduction of cyclic voltammetry data on the Ni(OH)2 material in the
distinct - and -Ni(OH)2 phases. Replication is of combined data from Cheek and O’Grady29
and Wehrens-Dijksma and Notten.14
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The /γ and / pairs have distinct difference in their reduction potentials, and as
such, have distinct cyclic voltammetry (CV) character (Figure 2.3). A freshly
electrodeposited -Ni(OH)2 will have redox peaks at 0.43 V (oxidation) and 0.34 V
(reduction) vs Hg/HgO respectively (in 1 M KOH). The -Ni(OH)2 phase, obtained by
controlled hydrothermal synthesis or aging of the -phase, presents with redox peaks that
are shifted anodic and have a greater peakan-peakcat spacing. The - oxidation and
reduction peaks are observed at 0.50 V (oxidation) and 0.38 V (reduction) vs Hg/HgO (in
1 M KOH). The integration of the redox peaks are greater for the -phase compared to
the -phase, as well as the -phase present with more asymmetry in anodic/cathodic peak
integration; typically the -phase anodic peak integration is greater than the cathodic
integration.14,29
Conclusion and bridge
This brief review of the physical properties of the NiOxHy material demonstrates
how inherently complex the material is. It is important to note, the above survey of
NiOxHy applies to the pure material. However, in practice NiOxHy is rarely pure and
nearly always includes Fe contamination (among many other cation species that can be
incorporated from solution contamination). This Fe inclusion impacts significant aspects
of NiOxHy including catalytic activity for OER, structure, and stability. Thus, if one
desires to study NiOxHy great care must be taken to have rigorously Fe-free experimental
conditions. Much of the work done in the last several decades were not reported to be
rigorously Fe-free, thus, the results, discussions, and analysis leave room for debate
regarding the applicability to the pure NiOxHy material or the common Fe-contaminated
Ni(Fe)OxHy. Further, due to rigorous control of Fe-contamination being reported
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diligently only in the last decade, there is a need to characterize and investigate the pure
NiOxHy material for OER catalysis. The majority of this dissertation investigates the
stability of pure NiOxHy, during and after prolonged OER catalysis, which is intimately
connected to the structural changes that occur in operando.
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CHAPTER III
STABILTIY, DEGREDATION, AND REGENERATION OF THE
NICKEL (OXY)HYDROXIDE CATLAYST FOR THE OXYGEN EVOLUTION
REACTION
Chapter III contains fully unpublished material. Prof. Boettcher and I conceived
of the project. I performed and directed experiments, collected data, and analyzed data, as
well as directed experiments that were conducted by L. Liu and several undergraduates.
The content and analysis of this chapter was written by me with editorial assistance from
Prof. Boettcher.

Introduction
Ni(Fe)OxHy is presently known as the most-active catalyst for oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) in alkaline electrolytes.30 Much work has been done to understand the
activity, mechanism, and stability of this catalyst.31 Recently there has been a substantial
amount of work focused on the stability-activity relationship of the Ni(Fe)OxHy system.
Several theories which are closely aligned have been emerging regarding the dynamic
role of Fe incorporation and the impact it has on the stability of the catalyst.32–34
However, the prolonged activity-structure-stability relationship of the NiOxHy material
without Fe incorporation are not well studied in recent years. Understanding how this
principal structure transforms and activates/deactivates without the presence of Fe might
elucidate pathways for stabilizing the desired Ni(Fe)OxHy structure for optimal OER
activity.
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The leading hypotheses for the mechanism of deactivation for Ni(Fe)OxHy
involves leaching of Fe from the either surface or interior sites of the mixed metal
catalyst. The optimal Ni/Fe ratio for OER activity is roughly Ni0.75Fe0.25OxHy.35,36
However, our work presented in Chapter IV indicates that there is no substantial Fe
leaching and/or adsorption during prolonged OER operation that would impact stability.
We show loss of OER activity in electrodes with stable Fe-content which we hypothesize
may be due to changes with the structure of the material that affect activity, and not
merely due to dynamic Fe. The intrinsic high activity of Ni(Fe)OxHy is due to Feincorporation, however, meticulous studies of the base structure of NiOxHy in the absence
of the enhancing Fe remains important. Design of electrocatalysts for oxygen evolution
and water-splitting requires extensive knowledge of active-sites, catalytic mechanisms,
structure-activity relationships, and pathways for degradation. This work characterizes
the mechanisms for degradation of the NiOxHy during the OER.
Degradation pathways
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH materials dynamically change throughout electrochemical
analysis and operation as an OER catalyst. After electrodeposition, the material is
initially in the disordered -Ni(OH)2 phase. As discussed in Chapter II, during
electrochemical cycling, operation, or merely aging in electrolyte, the material can
convert to the ordered and less electrochemically active -Ni(OH)2.13 This transformation
to the -phase impacts the lattice structure (close-packed sheets versus larger sheet
spacing) and electronic structure (lower average oxidation state) of the material, and thus,
the physical properties are altered. These properties are discussed in detail in Chapter II
of this dissertation. Characterizing the active material is a challenge due to these
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transformations. To further obfuscate characterizing the active material at any given time,
the incorporation of Fe into the system has pronounced effects on many aspects of the
material, even trace amounts that are unintentionally incorporated.37 Thus, analyzing and
interpreting the electrochemical data as it evolves during operation can be complex. This
work hypothesizes that there are two primary pathways for deactivation (and potential
reactivation) of the NiOxHy material: semi-irreversible structural/phase changes and
semi-reversible deactivation likely via charge trapping.
Semi-irreversible structural changes
The -Ni(OH)2 phase is more thermodynamically stable than the -Ni(OH)2.38–40
On a fundamental level, one would predict that the NiOxHy material will move towards
the -phase to minimize system internal energy. In actuality, there may be a continuum of
species present in an electrochemically perturbed Ni(OH)2 system. However, to simplify
the model we neglect other potential minor species. If we imagine that pure Ni(OH)2 is a
binary system (- and -phase) it would be reasonable to assume that to minimize the
system internal energy the -phase would convert to -phase. This process is called
coarsening, and occurs in countless metallic and nonmetallic systems.41
The system could be modeled by the difference in Gibbs free energy of the two
phases, where the -Ni(OH)2 would have a more favorable free energy, thus the
equilibrium over time will shift towards the -phase despite a primarily -phase
deposition. However simply modeling the minimization of energy would neglect relevant
pathways for these phase transformations wherein electrochemical processing could
cause inhomogeneous regions of the binary mixture of various sizes. Cycling applied
potentials such that repeated oxidation/reductions of NiOxHy may cause regions of the
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different phases whose sizes vary. An initial -phase (from electrochemical deposition)
will have -phase dispersed in the matrix and in an increasing volume ratio as the
material is aged. The total energy of the two-phase system can be minimized by
increasing the size of the -phase (and a corresponding reduction in size of the -phase).
This process is Ostwald ripening/coarsening, which may occur in any instance where
first-order transitions (-phase to -phase) results in a two-phase mixture. This chapter
applies an Ostwald model to the phase transformation from - to -phase and we
hypothesize there are two electrochemically assisted pathways producing different
morphology and diffusion. We hypothesize that electrochemical treatment can produce a
NiOxHy materials with two different morphologies which have different electrochemical
activity and reversibility due to dissimilarities in porosity and grain boundaries.
Electrochemical accessibility, reversibility and charge trapping
In electrochemical catalysis one must consider the conductivity of the electrode
material, the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, and the electrolyte mobility (to, around,
and through the catalyst). Electrochemical accessibility is a primary factor in assessing
catalytic activity of a electrocatalysts. Fundamentally, the electrochemical accessibility is
described as how many atoms (with respect to total loading) in the material can undergo
an observable reduction and oxidation process. This is especially vital for Faradaic
processes where the surfaces and interfaces of the catalyst is most relevant. Diffusion
controlled reactions are sensitive to film thickness and porosity as the reactions take place
at the surface region. Faradaic current is increased with increasing porosity for thin films.
These effects have been studied extensively on model systems such as Pt planar and
porous electrodes.42 A highly porous material is likely to have high electrochemical
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accessibility due to the electrolyte being able to fully permeate the material, facilitating
up to 100% of the atoms to be used for catalysis. In contrast, in a material with little to no
pores the electrolyte will need to pass around and through the limited pores to make
contact with the surface of the catalyst.43,44
The -phase obtained via electrochemical deposition has a turbostratic structure,
meaning the sheet-structure of the material has misaligned and rotated layers that are easy
to break apart, with more grain boundaries and structural defects than a properly stacked
phase (-phase). This work proposes that with increased electrochemical cycling of the
Ni(OH)2 catalyst the turbostratic -phase structure converts to a less defective, less
porous, and more densely packed morphology as it converts to the ordered -phases. This
causes a notable irreversible decrease in electrochemical accessibility which presents as a
decrease in redox peak integration with cycling. As the material is cycled, the
accessibility decreases along with the electrochemical reversibility. We hypothesize this
is due to charge trapping of the material in a higher oxidation state.
Experimental
Electrolyte preparation and purification. All electrolyte (unless explicitly stated
otherwise) used in this chapter is 0.1 M KOH (semiconductor grade 99.99% trace metal
basis) which was rigorously cleaned of Fe impurities using a high-purity Ni(OH)2 Feabsorbent soak (~ overnight), as previously reported.37 In previous works rigorously
Fe-free solutions have been prepared using this cleaning technique, which has proven to
remove Fe impurities existent in even the highest purity semiconductor-grade
electrolytes.37 However the Ni-based absorbent leaves behind Ni(OH)2 particulates in the
solution, leading to undesirable deposition onto working electrodes during experiments.
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In these experiments it is vital to accurately quantify the catalyst loading before and after
operation to assess if degradation is due to dissolution/loss of catalyst or deactivation.
Accordingly, any unintentional deposition of Ni(OH)2 during operation will make
quantification of the retention/loss of catalyst unintelligible. Accordingly, prior to use, the
Fe-cleaned electrolyte was filtered twice using a 0.1 m Supor (polyethersulfone)
membrane syringe filters (VWR, Pall Acrodisc®) to remove remaining Ni(Fe)OxHy
particulates. Necessity for this additional cleaning procedure and characterization of
unwanted Ni(OH)2 deposition from solution particulates can be found in Appendix A,
Figures A.1 – A.2.
Electrochemical catalyst deposition and characterization. NiOxHy films were
electrodeposited onto clean Pt foil electrodes from a 0.1 M Ni(NO3)2 solution.
Depositions were performed in a glass cell using a two-electrode set-up with a homemade carbon cloth (Fuel Cell Earth) counter electrode by applying -0.1 mA cm-2 for
120 s. Immediately following the deposition, the electrodes were electrochemically
characterized by performing cyclic voltammetry in ultra-pure 0.1 M KOH. Catalyst
loading was determined by integration of the anodic peak. The depositions on the homemade Pt foil electrode substrates produced electrodes with fairly consistent mass loadings
(~ 4 ug/cm2 Ni), but with variable absolute catalyst loading due to the slight variations in
the surface areas of the home-made Pt electrodes (between 400-1000 ng Ni per electrode
with varying surface areas of electrodes).
Electrochemical analysis and characterization. Electrochemical experiments in this
chapter were performed in rigorously Fe-free 0.1 M KOH in a PTFE cell using precisely
10 mL of electrolyte. The three-electrode set up used a Hg/HgO reference electrode and a
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freshly cleaned (1 M H2SO4 and aqua regia) Pt coil as the counter electrode. Cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and steady-state chronoamperometry (CA) measurements were
recorded using a BioLogic SP200 or SP300 potentiostat in a Nalgene® three-electrode
cell with a Pt-wire counter electrode, Hg/HgO (CH Instruments) reference electrode. CVs
were performed with a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. Uncompensated resistances were measured
to be 20-50 Ω for all electrodes, which are within expected range for 0.1 M KOH.
Results and Discussion
Fresh electrodeposited Ni (oxy)hydroxide catalyst have higher OER activity than cycled
catalysts. Chronoamperometry was performed with an applied potential of 1.0 V-iR vs
Hg/HgO (0.688 V-iR overpotential) on a series of electrodes with varying amount of
cyclic voltammetry prior to chronoamperometry. The electrode with the least
electrochemical cycling prior to chronoamperometry (only 3 CV to characterize the
catalyst) has the highest OER activity. As seen in Figure 3.1, as the number of CV cycles
prior to chronoamperometry increases, the OER current activity decreases. Current
activity is reported here as current per catalyst loading (mA/µg cm-2) to normalize for
slight variations in both surface area and catalyst loading from sample to sample.
Corresponding current densities are reported in Appendix A, Figure A.3, along with
Table A.1 containing the surface areas and catalyst loadings for each electrode. Catalyst
loading was determined via charge integration of the redox peaks immediately following
electrodeposition and reported as µg/cm2 of Ni atoms.
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Figure 3.1. Chronoamperometry operated at 1.0 V-iR vs Hg/HgO (0.688 V-iR overpotential) after 3
CVs (green) electrochemical cycling prior, 20 CVs prior (teal), and 40 CVs prior (dark blue).

Upon fresh electrodeposition the catalyst is in the -Ni(OH)2 phase.19 As the
materials is cycled it is transformed from the turbostratic hydroxide to the more ordered
phase:   , much as it would via aging conditions in alkaline solution.21 Here, based
known CV characteristics of - and -phases14,29, we posit the decrease in OER activity
is correlated the decrease in -NiOxHy as the predominate species, where the material is
converting from primarily -NiOxHy (only 3 CVs), to increasing predominance of NiOxHy (after 20 CVs and 40 CVs). These OER current activities correspond to current
densities between 20-50 mA/cm2 (Figure A.3).
The long-term OER current stability is correlated to stability in redox peak position
shifting. Cyclic voltammetry was performed immediately before and after
chronoamperometry on two electrodes, one intentional Ni(Fe)OxHy and another in
rigorously Fe-free conditions (Figure 3.2). The Ni(Fe)OxHy electrode performs OER
(when Fe3+ is present in the electrolyte) with a very stable current output over 4 h
19

(1.0 V-iR vs Hg/HgO, 0.688 V-iR overpotential). The rigorously Fe-free Ni(Fe)OxHy
performs OER under the same conditions with continuous degradation over the 4 h
operated. The difference in stability between the two can be examined not merely in
terms of Fe-inclusion, but in terms of the electrochemical character of the electrodes.
When the catalyst has stable performance, there is no shift in the Ni(OH)2/NiOOH redox
peak position before and after operation. On the other hand, when there is degradation in
the OER current, the post-operation cyclic voltammetry reveals a significant ~250 mV
anodic shift in the Ni(OH)2/NiOOH peak position. The difference in the OER onset and
max current density is due to the known enhancements resulting from Fe-inclusion.37

Figure 3.2. (a) Cyclic voltammetry of Ni(Fe)OH2 (green traces) before (light green) and after (dark
green) prolonged OER operation. Cyclic voltammetry of Fe-free NiOH2 (blue traces) before (light
blue) and after (dark blue) prolonged OER operation. (b) Chronoamperometry performed at 0.688 V
overpotential on Ni(Fe)OH2 (green) and Fe-free NiOH2 (blue). Red linear traces are provided as a
guide for the eye.

There is an acknowledged correlation between Fe-uptake and an anodic shift in
the redox peak position.45 Thus, there may be concerns that the Fe-free electrode is
undergoing slow Fe-uptake over time. However, the experiment here is assuredly Fe-free
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as evidenced by: (i) the electrolyte and electrode were prepared in rigorously Fe-free
conditions (ii) there is no increase in OER current, which would be evident in the cyclic
voltammetry if even trace Fe was present; and (iii) ICP-MS was conducted on the
digested electrode post operation and there was no Fe detected above the levels of
detection for the experiment (non-zero detection of Fe via ICP-MS was on the order 1-10
ng consistent with Fe-free controls limits of detection for Fe).
Klaus and coworkers have shown that Ni(OH)2 aged in Fe-free KOH over 6 days
will present with an anodic shift in NiOxHy redox peak positions, and an increase in OER
overpotential (i.e. a decrease in OER activity).45 Following the Bode scheme for phase
changes of the material, this is in line with the deposited -phase (more
electrochemically favorable) converting to -phase (less electrochemically favorable)
when aged in alkaline solution. Further, their quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) studies
provide evidence that the aged catalyst has (to an indeterminate extent) converted into the
-phase.45 These conclusions from the literature alongside the evidence presented here
are in support of our hypothesis that the Fe-free -phase as deposited converts to the
-phase during prolonged OER applied potential analogous to an aging process.
Superficially, this seems in contradiction to the well-accepted Bode-cycle, where
‘overcharging’ conditions should convert the -Ni(OH)2 to the -NiOOH instead of the
-NiOOH. The Bode cycle traditionally used in the battery community refers a regime
where the NiOxHy material is held at a charging state (the NiOOH species) for a
prolonged period. Translation of these principles to electrochemical catalysis (rather than
battery research) may lead one to conclude that ‘overcharge’ and prolonged catalysis are
analogous. However, it is our hypothesis that holding an applied potential such that the
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catalyst is driving OER is not in fact ‘overcharging’ the material. If the applied potential
resulted in Faradiac processes occurring (OER), the material is not necessarily being
merely ‘held in overcharging’.
Reduction in redox peak integration with increased electrochemical cycling correlates to
a less electrochemically active material. A decrease in OER activity after prolonged
operation can be directly related to the degree of electrochemical cycling prior to
chronoamperometry. The electrodeposited -Ni(OH)2 will convert to -Ni(OH)2.
However, the process by which the material is allowed to proceed through the phase
transition can have significant impacts on the stability and regenerative ability.
Chronoamperometry at 1.0 V-iR vs Hg/HgO was performed for 4 hours, with cyclic
voltammetry performed before and after each 4-h operation period (Figure 3.3). The
number of CV cycles was increased for each electrode, where 5 cycles was the minimum
(Figure 3.3a) and 50 cycles was the maximum tested (Fig. 3.3d). There is a direct
correlation between increasing CV cycles and decrease in redox peak integration. It is
important to note that the degree of anodic shift in the redox peaks are fairly consistent
across the electrodes, which we propose indicates equivalent overall phase transformation
from - to -phase. The principle difference in the data is the loss of peak integration and
loss of electrochemical activity after numerous CVs. We propose this can be explained by
the two pathways producing different morphology and thus dissimilar diffusion
resulting from the electrochemical treatment.
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Figure 3.3. Cyclic voltammetry performed on Fe-free NiOH2 every 4 hours of prolonged OER
operation at 0.688 V overpotential. Green traces are first CVs before CA. Teal traces are CVs after
4 hours CA. Blue traces are after another 4 hours CA (8 hours total). Gold traces are after another
4 hours CA (12 hours total). Dashed traces are the first cycle and solid traces are the final cycle.
(a) 5 CV cycles every 4 hours, (b) initial 5 cycles, 50 CVs every 4 hours, (c) 20 cycles every 4
hours, (d) 50 CVs every 4 hours.

We hypothesize that the transition between /-phases can be described using a
standard Ostwald ripening model. For quintessential Ostwald ripening there is a binary
system with particles of an average intrinsic ‘small-radius’ and an average intrinsic
‘large-radius’ property. Over time the ‘large-radius’ particles grow and the ‘small-radius’
particles shrink until there is conversion to the species with the larger particle size. In this
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case, the -Ni(OH)2 are the ‘small-radius’ particles, whereas the -phase is the more
turbostratic phase with many grain boundaries. The -phase is the “large-radius”
particles, whereas -phase forms ordered sheet stacks with less grain boundaries.
Initially, upon pristine cathodic electrodeposition, the -Ni(OH)2 phase is deposited with
an average particle ‘radius’ of R. At this time, the assumption is that there are nominal
or no -Ni(OH)2 phase present, which have a larger average particle size, R*. Initially
the number of particles is represented as R > R*. Over time, Ostwald ripening leads to
continual growth of R*, where eventually R ≪ R*. The size of R* (regions of the
ordered -Ni(OH)2 phase) depends directly on the diffusion, and we propose that the
morphology and diffusion is determined by the electrochemical processing.
Ostwald ripening provides an asymptotic growth rate of the average spherical
particle, thus the average particle radius, 𝑅, with respect to concentration, C, and the
diffusion, D, as given in Equations 3.1-3. According to classical Ostwald formulation,46
the average particle size is proportional to the cube root of the diffusion (Eq. 3). The
apparent diffusion through a porous medium is less than the molecular diffusion. Thus,
more porosity will lower diffusion and will lead to a decrease in average particle size.
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Eq. 3.1

Eq. 3.2
/

Eq. 3.3

The physical properties of the particle are combined and termed the capillary length, 𝑙 .
For mathematical ease, several variables are represented in the capillary length here as
dimensionless terms (Eq. 3.4).
𝑙

2𝛾V 1
∙
𝑅 𝑇 𝑟

2𝛾V 𝐶
𝑅 𝑇

Eq. 3.4

Where 𝛾 is the specific interfacial energy (mJ/m2) of the matrix-particle boundary, V is
the molar volume of the particle (m3/mol), 𝑅 is the universal gas constant, and T is
temperature. 𝐶 is the concentration at the interface of the particles.
When the material is cycled through many CVs the turbostratic structure is
opened and closed rapidly and repeatedly (depending on number of cycles). We propose
this increases the sheet contact and gradually decreases the degree of grain boundaries.
Thus, our hypothesis is that the material becomes less porous and has less grain
boundaries than the original highly disordered alpha phase (Figure 3.4). On the other
hand, with minimal CV cycling prior to the CA operation, the sheet contact is minimized
and the average R will be lower overall. The material is still undergoing an overall
transition from - to - phase at a comparable rate, but the character overall is more
similar to the favorable turbostratic structure, with many grain boundaries and pores
(Figure 3.4c and 3.4d). This hypothesis agrees with the chronoamperometry data
(Fig. 3.1) indicating a continual decrease in maximum OER current achieved with an
increase in CV cycling prior to operation. The fairly consistent rate of decay during
prolonged applied bias correlates to our hypothesis that there is ongoing conversion from
- to - phase due to thermodynamics notwithstanding the cyclic voltammetry assisted
Ostwald-type ripening (Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.4. Depiction of / redox pair converting to / pair via two different electrochemical
processing pathways. (a) Maximum CV cycling of initial / (green circles) producing larger /
zones (blue circles) and a less porous result. (b) Minimum CV cycling of initial / (green
circles) producing smaller / zones with more boundaries and a higher porosity (blue circles).
Side panel indicates the overall transition from green to blue (aside from size of circles)
represents the overall thermodynamic phase change process of / to /.

The degree of cyclic voltammetry impacts the electrochemical reversibility and recovery
of OER current. As the number of CV cycles increase prior to the constant voltage hold
there is a large decrease in redox reversibility; the redox peak integration not only
decreases as discussed above, but there is increasing difference between the integrated
charge in the cathodic and anodic peaks. The electrochemical reversibility factor, 𝜒

, is

determined by the ratio of the anodic and cathodic redox peak integrations, 𝜒

,

where QC is the cathodic peak integration and QA is the anodic peak integration. For fully
reversible redox process 𝜒

1. When 𝜒

1 the material is not fully reversible; a
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portion of the charge is not reduced via the typical reduction potential and not accounted
for in the integrable reduction peak.28
Table 3.1. Electrochemical reversibility factor, rev, as a function of increasing cyclic
voltammetry cycling between chronoamperometry. Integrations were calculated on the first cycle
of each respective series.

Electrochemical
Cycling
5 CVs

rev 4 Hours

rev 8 Hours

rev 12 Hours

0.99

0.89

0.95

20 CVs

0.71

0.26

0.19

50 CVs

0.52

0.21

--

The reversibility factors for the electrodes shown in Figure 3.3 are reported in
Table 3.1. With minimal CV cycling the reversibility of the material is nearly fully
reversible. As CV cycling increases the 𝜒

decreases, indicating increasing charge

trapping. This increase in charge trapping corresponds to the decrease in porosity of the
material. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the impact on the maximum OER current: a minimally
cycled electrode loses current density during the CA operation, but regains 100% of the
lost current activity upon minimal CV cycling. On the other hand, a highly cycled
electrode loses current density during CA and does not recover all of the lost current
activity. The OER current recovery is reported in Figure 3.5d. Here, it can be seen that
the more an electrode is cycled (before and between CA) the less it is able to regenerate
to the maximum OER activity. There is a notable regeneration effect for all electrodes
tested, however, only the minimally cycled electrode regained OER activity to maximum
levels.
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Figure 3.5. CV cycle immediately before chronoamperometry (green traces), CV cycle
immediately after 4 h chronoamperometry (teal dotted trace), and after CV regeneration (teal
solid line). (a) 5 CV cycles before and after CA, regeneration is nearly 100% effective. Green
trace is cycle 5. (b) 50 CV cycles before and after CA, only partial regeneration. Green trace is
cycle 50. (c) Chronoamperometry with applied potential at 0.688 V overpotential. Performed on
the “5 cycle” sample with degradation of current over the 4 hours, and regeneration (gap regions)
resulting from the CVs. (d) OER current lost and regenerated every 4 hours during the CV
cycling. Current is characterized at 0.8 V vs Hg/HgO and is normalized to the maximum OER
current for the given electrode. The light bars are the OER current lost during the CA, and the
dark bars are the current regenerated from the CVs. Green bars are the ‘5 CV electrode’, Teal
bars are the ’20 CV electrode’, and Blue bars are the ’50 CV electrode’.

Consistently, when there is no Fe present, the NiOxHy electrodes show that the
(i) higher OER current densities and (ii) regeneration of trapped charge, is correlated to
the electrochemical processing (i.e. degree of CV cycling). As cycling increases there is a
decrease in redox reversibility and loss in OER activity that is not reversed by CV reactivation. These results may be explained by the fact that the more-cycled electrodes
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have less boundaries, and are less porous. Thus, there is less surface and accessible
catalytic sites. This hypothesis could be tested further via TEM analysis of the material
before and after cycling. Additionally, this hypothesis is consistent with studies from the
battery research findings that a porous structure provides a higher discharge capacity than
a bulk structure.47

The OER activity loss during chronoamperometry can be partially recovered. During
chronoamperometry of the Fe-free NiOxHy the OER current decays notably over the
course of only a few hours. We propose this is primarily the result of charge trapping
under prolonged operation. The more porous, less CV cycled electrodes can regenerate
the lost OER activity by pausing the CA to perform minimal cyclic voltammetry, wherein
the cyclic voltammetry acts as a regenerative process. Our hypothesis stated above was
that prolonged OER operation is not analogous to holding a catalyst in an ‘overcharging’
regime as assumed by the Bode cycle (which would lead to a phase transformation to NiOxHy.). We further investigate this and examine if the deleterious effects from
prolonged OER are also observed in a regime of more accurate ‘overcharging’.
Chronoamperometry at (a) 0.8 V vs Hg/HgO and (b) 0.65 V vs Hg/HgO was performed
for 2 h, with minimal characterizing cyclic voltammetry performed before and after each
2-h operation period (Figure 3.6).
Potential hold (a) represents the prolonged operation, non-overcharging state.
Potential hold (b) represents an electrochemical analog to an overcharging state. The
non-overcharging electrode (a) has an initial slight improvement in OER activity after the
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first CA period, yet there is no further improvement to the catalysis and the electrode
presents with a clear decrease in electrochemical reversibility over time (𝜒

).

Potential hold (b) represents an overcharging electrode state. Here, (b) presents
with a continuing increase in OER activity after each CA overcharging hold. Further, the
overcharged electrode has superior electrochemical reversibility over time (𝜒

), which

correlates to literature reports that /-NiOxHy redox pair has higher charge/discharge
capacities and better electrochemical performance.26 These factors may support a
possible hypothesis that the benefits of overcharging of the Ni (oxy)hydroxide material
and conversion to the favorable -NiOxHy only occur while the material is overcharged at
a potential lower than that required to drive OER. However, this hypothesis does not
account for the ongoing shift of the redox peak positions more anodic during the
chronoamperometry.

Figure 3.6. Cyclic voltammetry on two different NiOxHy electrodes, where 5 CV cycles were
collected every 2 hours chronoamperometry at (a) 0.80 V vs Hg/HgO (b) 0.65 V vs Hg/HgO.
Initial cycle (green), after 2 hours (teal), after 4 hours (blue), and after 6 hours (gold).
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The shifting redox peak do appear to occur to a far lesser degree in (b, overcharged)
compared to (a, non-overcharged). While the exact nature of the continuing shifting
redox peak positions remains unclear, the differences in reversibility (𝜒

) and

maximum OER current densities suggests that ‘overcharging’ at potentials less than that
required to drive OER has benefits compared to holding potentials where OER is
occurring. Thus, we propose holding potentials such that OER occurs is not the
‘overcharging’ regime of the traditional Bode cycle.
Regarding the potential of trace-Fe incorporation as the cause of the improved
performance: improvements in (b) are not due to trace Fe-enhancements. Electrodes
benefiting from Fe-enhancements will have clear, significant, and recognizable
enhancement character, even extremely trace amounts (Fig. A.4).
Conclusions and bridge
This chapter studied the long-term stability and charge regeneration of the
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH catalyst when Fe-enhancement is not present. There is a direct
correlation between degree of CV cycling and OER activity, where excessive cycling is
detrimental to the catalyst. The minimal cycling is hypothesized to be beneficial due to a
more porous material obtained as a result of divergent Ostwald ripening pathways for
minimal cycling and highly cycled films. We further hypothesize that higher cycling
forms a more interconnected and less porous material, regardless of the overall
conversion from the / to / redox pair over time. Additionally, the regenerative
property of the Ni(OH)2/NiOOH catalyst in the absence of Fe was investigated. The
minimally cycled films showed clear regeneration and a high degree of electrochemical
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reversibility. On the other hand, the highly cycled material was not able to regenerate as
efficiently and had significant loss in electrochemical reversibility.
These results are evidence that there are additional factors existent than previous
reports of regeneration have encapsulated. Previous work by Markovic and coworkers
examined the regeneration of the Ni(Fe)OxHy catalyst due to Fe incorporation cycling
during operation.33 While the impact of dynamic Fe is not in dispute here, the work
presented here indicates the NiOxHy lattice, when Fe is not present, undergoes
transformations that aid regeneration of the catalyst. The following chapter investigates
these factors when the Fe-enhancement is present, and assessing Fe-dynamics occurring
during degradation.
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CHAPTER IV
CHARACTERIZATION OF IRON INCORPORATION IN
NICKEL (OXY)HYDROXIDE DURING PROLONGED CATALYSIS FOR THE
OXYGEN EVOLUTION REACTION
Chapter IV contains fully unpublished material. Prof. Boettcher and I conceived of
the project. I performed and directed experiments, collected data, and analyzed data, as
well as directed experiments that were conducted by several undergraduates. The content
and analysis of this chapter was written by me with editorial assistance from Prof.
Boettcher.

Introduction
Ni(Fe)-based oxides/(oxy)hydroxides, are presently known as the most-active
OER catalysts in alkaline electrolyte and have been a focus of numerous investigations
by various groups.30 Many approaches have been employed to explore a variety of
Ni(Fe)-based OER catalysis strategies, including thin-films, nanoparticles, layered double
hydroxides, mixed metal-Ni-oxide/carbon foams, thin Ni oxide nanosheet wafers, rocksalt-like Ni/Co oxide nanocrystals, metal-doped Ni oxide on gold supports, and many
others not specifically named here.37,48–55 In addition to these approaches utilizing the
preeminent NiFeOxHy catalyst, deep investigations of this leading catalyst have recently
focused on active-site identification and catalytic mechanisms.
Iron incorporates readily into Ni(OH)2/NiOOH films, and this Fe incorporation is
necessary to achieve paramount catalytic activity for oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in
alkaline media.19,37 Technological advances in operando characterization techniques and
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computational chemical modeling using density functional theory (DFT) have given way
to research attempting to settle the debate over the oxidation state and precise role of the
Fe in the system. Advanced techniques such as operando XAS paired with DFT
calculations were used by Friebel et al. to report M-O bond length changes and support
the hypothesis that Fe3+ is the predominant Fe oxidation state and is the active site for the
OER catalysis.56 Results from XAS and EELS done by Nocera and coworkers also
support Fe3+ as predominant, however, asserted the active sites to be Ni4+ promoted by
Fe3+.57 Similarly, Strasser et al used XAS and DEMS and reported consistent oxidation of
Ni (+3 state) with no evidence of Fe4+. Their work suggests a Ni active site with
necessary synergistic relationship between Ni-Fe.58,59 Conversely, Stahl and coworkers
investigated Fe in NiFeOxHy catalysis using Mössbauer spectroscopy and found presence
of Fe4+.60 Consistent with these findings, Gray and coworkers used in situ spectroscopic
measurements and non-aqueous media to reveal the presence of high-valent (Fe6+)
species and supporting the hypothesis of highly oxidized Fe as the active site.61
Gray et al. reviewed the state of knowledge in these above-mentioned, and other,
works and supports the hypothesis that Fe is the active site.31 Correspondingly and
simultaneously, operando XAS by Boettcher et al. shows Fe oxidation is occurring
concurrent with OER for Co(Fe) oxide catalysts (which have long been used as a close
electronic and structural analog for the NiFeOxHy system). These results conclude that Fe
plays a key role in the catalysis, and supports different mechanisms for OER with and
without the presence of Fe.62 Despite a decade of focused work towards unraveling the
enigma of the NiFeOxHy OER catalyst, some disagreements remain regarding the
predominate oxidations states, identification of the catalytic active site, and mechanism
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for OER catalyzed by NiFeOxHy. Yet, regardless of existing unanswered questions and
some disparate hypotheses surrounding NiFeOxHy, there is one unassailable factor
surfaced in the past decade: there is an essential synergy between Ni and Fe that is the
cause of the optimal OER activity of the NiFeOxHy electrocatalyst.
Despite rapid advances in the field understanding catalytic activity and
mechanisms, there has been little progress understanding the fate, dynamics, and
stability of Fe in the of Ni(Fe)OxHy during prolonged OER.32,33,63 It is important to
understand the fate of Fe within the Ni(Fe) oxide structure over prolonged applied
potentials performing OER with high current densities. Characterizing the stability,
dynamics, and effects of prolonged operation on Fe in Ni(Fe)OxHy may be an important
piece in the story of the role of Fe in this high-activity catalyst.
The importance of benchmarking and reporting the activity-stability relationship
of OER catalysts has been discussed by Chorkendorff and coworkers.64 However, a full
battery of experiments and investigations into the Ni(Fe)OxHy activity-stability is still
needed. Markovic et al. have recently published a close examination of short-term
dynamics of Fe active sites in the Ni(Fe)OxHy system, reporting remarkable ‘dynamic
stability’ by balancing Fe dissolution and re-deposition within the Ni(Fe)OxHy host.33
This work brings to light short-term dynamics on a fresh Ni(OH)2 host, yet, it leaves
unanswered questions about the fate of Fe in aged Ni(OH)2 and in a system structurally
evolving under prolonged applied potential. For instance, earlier work done by Bell et al.
reports unique changes to the catalyst structure after prolonged Fe-impurity aging not
observed in Fe-free aging. They theorize that Fe impurities are substituted into the
Ni(OH)2 lattice forming NiFe layered double hydroxide (LDH) and potentially
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converting into Fe-rich phases as Fe content increases.45 Clearly there is evidence that
prolonged aging alone impacts the structure of the catalyst, and will undoubtedly impact
the structure-function relationship. Boettcher and coworkers hypothesized that two
different Fe factors are at play in the unique OER activity of Ni(Fe)OxHy, where edge and
defect Fe are responsible for enhancement of OER activity, while Fe in the bulk effects
the Ni charge/discharge modulation seen in the voltammetry.35
While studies such as these report on changes in catalytic activity after aging or
short-term exposure of NiOxHy to Fe sources, there are insufficient reports under
prolonged (>1 hour) operating conditions with substantial current densities
(>30 mA/cm2). Conceivable degradation mechanisms for this water oxidation catalyst
could proceed via Fe-cycling in the system and/or a detrimental restructuring of the
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH lattice. Characterizing and understanding the fate of Fe in the
Ni(Fe)OxHy catalysts is an essential step towards making use of this high activity catalyst
for practical water-splitting and electrolysis devices. Rational design within the OER
catalysis field requires the knowledge of this Fe-Ni synergy not merely on a short time
scale relevant to laboratory investigations of chemical mechanisms, but also of prolonged
operation under conditions with high current density.
Here, we characterize the changes in stability and performance of Ne(Fe)OxHy
operating at high current densities (>50 mA/cm2) for prolonged periods of time (4-48
hours) using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and chronoamperometry. These results are coupled
with quantification of Ni and Fe content and characterize the changes to the Fe%
throughout the lifetime of the system using inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS). The electrodes are characterized at different stages within the
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charge-overcharge-discharge cycles to elucidate the fate of the essential Fe sites during
throughout the electrode lifetime.
Our results herein show that Fe-uptake is dependent on the oxidation state of the
NiOxHy material. When NiOxHy is aged or subjected to cyclic voltammetry cycling it can
incorporate maximum levels of Fe (up to ~22-25%). However, if the NiOxHy is
exclusively held in the NiOOH species (performing OER) the material only uptakes
and/or adsorbs ~10-15%. Our results further show that while there may be dynamic
cycling and leaching of Fe during operation, leaching does not appear to be complete and
up to ~10-15% will be retained in the material and is likely not the primary mode for any
degradation of the overall OER activity of the material. We show here that stability of
prolonged OER operation depends vitally on the presence of Fe3+ in solution, regardless
of the degree of Fe present in the Ni(Fe)OxHy. This is an extension of the current state of
knowledge merely acknowledging Fe in solution is required for high activity. These
results elucidate the activity-stability relationship of the Ni(Fe)OxHy catalyst and can help
answer outstanding questions about the fate of Fe during prolonged OER operation.
Understanding the role of Fe in the catalyst failure mechanisms is essential to future
mechanistic and design studies for improved catalysts.
Experimental
Electrochemical analysis and characterization. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and steadystate chronoamperometry (CA) measurements were recorded using a BioLogic SP200 or
SP300 potentiostat in a Nalgene® three-electrode cell with a Pt-wire counter electrode,
Hg/HgO (CH Instruments) reference electrode. CV for characterization of
electrochemical catalyst deposition was performed with a scan rate of 10 mV s-1, and CV
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for electrochemical experiments was performed with a scan rate of 20 mV s-1. CA for
prolonged operation experiments was performed using an applied potential of 1.5 V vs
Hg/HgO (convert to RHE) producing current densities between 50-100 mA cm-2.
Electrochemical catalyst deposition and characterization. Electrodeposited NiOxHy films
were deposited onto clean Pt foil electrodes from a 0.1 M Ni(NO3)2 solution. Depositions
were performed in a glass cell using a two-electrode set-up with a home-made carbon
cloth (Fuel Cell Earth) counter electrode by applying -0.1 mA cm-2 for 120 seconds.
Using constant current and normalizing according to the variable surface area of the
hand-made Pt foil electrode substrates produced electrodes with fairly consistent current
densities (~3 ug/cm2), but with slight variable absolute catalyst loading (between 4001000 ng). Immediately following the deposition the electrodes were electrochemically
characterized by performing cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M KOH (semiconductor grade
99.99% trace metal basis) which was rigorously cleaned of Fe impurities using a highpurity Ni(OH)2 Fe-absorbent followed by filtration using a 0.1 m Supor
(polyethersulfone) membrane syringe filters (VWR, Pall Acrodisc®) to remove
remaining Ni(Fe)OxHy particulates.37
Elemental quantification analysis. Quantification of Ni and Fe was performed using
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). An iCAP™ Qs ICP-MS
(Thermo Scientific™, Bremen, Germany) was used for offline analysis using an ASX500 autosampler (Agilent, Waldbronn, Germany). The ICP-MS was operated in the hot
plasma mode with a Ar cooling gas rate of 14 L/min and auxiliary Ar gas flow of 0.8
L/min. Samples were introduced with the equipped self-aspirating PFA 100 MicroFlow
nebulizer (ESI, Omaha, USA), a cooled quartz spray chamber (2.7 degrees Celsius), and
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a nebulizer Ar gas flow of 0.970 L min-1. Dwell time for analysis was set to 1000 ms per
peak and 5 sweeps. Signals were recorded for 60Ni, 57Fe, and 45Sc, with Sc serving as an
internal standard. New 15mL disposable polypropylene centrifuge tubes were used for all
standards and samples. Multi-element standards were prepared at concentrations of 10,
25, 50, 100, and 300 ppb gravimetrically by adding appropriate quantity of stock solution
(Millipore Sigma 1000 ppm elemental standards) and Trace-Metal grade 10% HNO3.
Trace-Metal grade 10% HNO3 was used for the blanks and for the system rinse solution.
Percent Fe content was calculated as Fe/(Fe+Ni), scaled with the internal standard in all
samples. Error analysis and propagation was calculated from the standard deviation in the
method (collection) (Table B.1). Uncertainties associated with concentration of the
standard solutions and sample dilution were not included as they are commonly
insignificant compared to the instrument method precision.65,66
Results and Discussion
Fe incorporation reaches a maximum threshold with increasing cyclic voltammetry and
does not affect stability. Cyclic voltammetry was performed in 0.1 ppm Fe-spiked
0.1 M KOH where the increasing number of cycles increased the Fe-incorporation into
the Ni oxide until a threshold of ~22-25% Fe is reached (Figure 4.1, Figure B.1). This
threshold is reached after approximately 100 cycles, regardless of catalyst loading (Figure
B.1). This is consistent with maximum Fe uptake levels for the Ni oxide reported
elsewhere in the literature.33,35,45,56,67
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Figure 4.1 (a) Cyclic voltammetry demonstrating anodic shifts in redox peak positions. After 2
CV cycles (green), after 50 CV cycles (teal), 100 CV cycles (blue), 150 CV cycles (gold). (b) Fe
content determined by ICP-MS for Fe/(Fe+Ni) as a function of increasing CV cycling.

The OER onset improves by ~50mV over potential after only 50 cycles of cyclic
voltammetry, with ~15% Fe (Figure 4.1a). The overpotential required for OER does not
continue to improve with increase in Fe incorporation. These results indicate that the
initial Fe adsorption at the surface is the primary mode for Fe-enhancement of OER
activity. Over time, and more cycling, Fe incorporates more homogeneously until the
maximum incorporation level is reached. These bulk incorporated Fe do not have an
impact on the Fe-enhancement of OER activity. This hypothesis is in agreement with
widely-held theories that the increase in OER activity of the Ni(Fe)OxHy upon Fe
incorporation depends on the local structure (surface adsorbed and bound Fe), and not on
the bulk properties (bulk incorporation of Fe throughout the lattice).32,34,35
However, the increase in Fe incorporation with increasing cyclic voltammetry has
an irrefutable impact on the Ni(Fe)OxHy structure; the redox waves of the
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH shift anodic with increasing cycles and increasing Fe uptake
(Figure 4.1a). The anodic shift and decrease in peak integration of the waves lessens as
Fe uptake reaches its maximum. This is consistent with reports that Fe incorporation
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causes shifts in the Ni oxide redox peak positions.45,68 It is important to note that even in
rigorously Fe-free electrolyte there will be slight shifts in the redox peak positions due to
continuous phase transitions of the NiOxHy structure; this phenomenon is clearly reported
in Chapter III of this dissertation, as well as corroborated by work done by Bell and
coworkers.45 According to the Bode cycle and published electrochemical data, the /
redox waves are more cathodic than the / structures (Figure 2.3).12,19
Work done by Wu et al. concluded that even trace amounts of Fe on thin-layer Ni
oxide favors the -NiOOH structure (the / couple).32 In agreement with Wu et al. and
with the Bode cycle characterization15,69 of / redox positions, here, our observed shifts
in the redox peaks to a more positive potential and decrease in peak integration are
hypothesized to be correlated with the formation of -NiOOH structure, facilitated and
expedited by the inclusion of Fe in the lattice.
In Chapter III we investigated how changes in phase and morphology of Fe-free
NiOxHy impact stability and long term electrochemical behavior. Work by Bell et al.
reported prolonged aging in Fe-containing electrolyte causes substitution of Fe impurities
into the Ni(OH)2 lattice, and that there are unique catalyst structural changes after
prolonged Fe-impurity aging not present in Fe-free aging.45 Further, Boettcher et al.
studied the surface morphology via atomic force microscopy (AFM). They reported
increases in effective surface volume with CV cycling in Fe-free electrolyte up until ~200
CV cycles with a fairly linear trend. After Fe was spiked into solution the effective
surface volume increased significantly > 25%.67 Thus, it seems prudent to examine the
Ni(Fe)OxHy catalyst for structure–stability–activity in a similar manner than was done for
the pristine NiOxHy material.
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Electrodes were exposed/cycled in Fe3+ spiked electrolyte to different degrees
(Fig. 4.1b and Fig. B.1). Electrodes briefly exposed (brief soak on the order of one
minute) to the Fe3+ source result in Fe uptake between 5-10%. Electrodes cycled for 50
CV cycles prior to chronoamperometry result in Fe uptake between 15-18% Fe.
Electrodes cycled for  100 CV cycles prior to chronoamperometry result in Fe uptake
between 22-25%. Chronoamperometry at 1.0 V-iR vs Hg/HgO was performed on the
electrodes
Any degree of pre-incorporation of Fe into electrodes operated in Fe3+-spiked 0.1
M KOH produces reasonably stable OER current densities over 4-hours test. These
results show that varying degrees of Fe incorporation has no impact on stability under the
given conditions. The stability is consistent and not dependent on initial Fe uptake or CV
cycling prior to chronoamperometry (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Chronoamperometry (CA) at 1.0-iR V vs Hg/HgO in 0.1 M KOH electrolyte spiked
with 0.1ppm Fe3+. With minimal exposure to Fe-spike KOH prior to CA with Fe% ~5-10% (black
circles), 50 cycles of CV prior to CA, ~15% Fe (blue circle and green circle), 100 cycles of CV
prior to chronoamperometry ~25% Fe (teal cross and gold cross).
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Maximum Fe incorporation occurs only when Ni(OH)2 is present. Maximum Fe
incorporation is not achieved during prolonged OER operation in the NiOOH state. As
discussed above, maximum Fe-uptake of ~22-25% into NiOxHy occurs after
approximately 100 CV cycles. Fe-uptake is ~15% for electrodes cycled only 50 cycles
(Figure B.1). Minimal exposure to Fe-spiked KOH leads to rapid Fe-incorporation of up
to 10% Fe/Fe+Ni. Chronoamperometry at 1.0 V-iR vs Hg/HgO was performed on
Ni0.9Fe0.1OxHy, Ni0.85Fe0.15OxHy, and Ni0.8Fe0.2OxHy electrodes in identical 0.1ppm spiked
0.1 M KOH. Composition of Ni/Fe was achieved via Fe-uptake into pristine NiOxHy
from Fe-spiked solution as described above (via controlled CVs). The impact of Feuptake is immediately and readily observed in the CV data as expected, as shown from
cycle 1 to cycle 2 (Figure 4.3a, gold traces). Upon pristine deposition the OER activity is
poor, with an onset at nearly 0.65 V vs Hg/HgO. However, after just one cycle in the Fespiked electrolyte the OER onset improves by ~500 mV. There is no continued
improvement as the electrode is cycled and more Fe is incorporated. After the electrode
has been cycled 50 times the Fe incorporation is only ~15% and is lower than the
maximum (Fig. 4.3a, green trace). Chronoamperometry was immediately performed
with no changes to the cell or electrolyte. There is no significant increase in Fe-uptake
during the CA (Figure 4.3b). The change in Fe% during CA is only ~1-4% increase
regardless of the duration of the CA. If NiOOH was able to uptake Fe to the same degree
that Ni(OH)2 can, we would expect an increase in the Fe content up to the maximum of
~22-25%. While the catalyst is held in the NiOOH phase, it does not uptake Fe in the
same manner as the Ni(OH)2 species. One characterizing CV was collected post 10-h CA
to determine the extent of changes to the (i) redox peak positions and (ii) OER onset (Fig.
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4.3a, teal trace), The pre-CA and post-CA cyclic voltammetry character is nearly
identical.
Similarly, an electrode was cycled 50 times (~15-18% Fe) and CA was performed
for up to 10 hours (Fig. 4.3a, blue trace). Even after 10 hours of operation, the Feincorporation does not reach the maximum level. The post-operation ICP-MS indicates
the Fe% stays at ~18% regardless of the duration of CA. Care was taken to remove the
electrodes from the Fe-containing electrolyte during operation, to capture the Fe content
present while the material was in the NiOOH phase. Any degree of exposure to the Fespiked KOH in a resting state of Ni(OH)2 will cause additional Fe-uptake.

Figure 4.3. (a) Cyclic voltammetry on a pristine NiOxHy electrode in Fe-free 0.1 M KOH (gold
trace). Electrode was placed in 0.1 ppm Fe-spiked KOH and one CV was collected (gold dotted
trace); there is immediate Fe-uptake to ~10%. Electrode cycled for 50 CVs has anodic shift in
redox peaks (green trace) and increase in Fe content to 15%. CA for 4-hours was performed on
the 50 CV cycled electrode at 1.0-iR vs Hg/HgO with one characterizing CV collected post CA
(teal trace). There is no change in CV character and only a ~2-4% change in Fe content, still well
below maximum. CA was performed on another CV cycled electrode for 10-hours with one
characterizing CV collected post CA (blue trace). There is minimal change in CV character and
only a ~2-4% change in Fe content, still well below maximum. (b) Fe content of Ni(Fe)OxHy after
varying duration of chronoamperometry, indicating Fe% for only 1 cycle (gold) and, no CVs preCA (green), 50 CVs pre-CA (teal), and 100 CVs indicating maximum Fe uptake possible (blue).
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This may seem to indicate that the NiOxHy only uptakes Fe during the Ni(OH)2
phase and during cyclic voltammetry. However, further experiments revealed that
NiOOH does also uptake Fe but differently than Ni(OH)2. Chronoamperometry at 1.0 ViR vs Hg/HgO was performed on pristine NiOxHy electrodes in rigorously Fe-free
conditions (methods for preparation reported in Chapter III). After the electrodes were
operated for ~1-hour in Fe-free conditions (Fig. 4.4a, light green), 0.1 ppm Fe3+ was
spiked into solution in situ (Fig. 4.4a, dark green). Pre-spike, the electrodes were
operating at ~30-40 mA/cm2 at 1.0V-iR vs Hg/HgO which is consistent with NiOxHy
activity with no Fe incorporation. The current response improves immediately upon Fe
spike, doubling the current density.

Figure 4.4. Chronoamperometry at 1.0V-iR vs Hg/HgO on a pristine NiOxHy electrode in
originally rigorously Fe-free 0.1 M KOH (light green). Fe-spike of 0.1 ppm Fe3+ was added in
situ after 1-hour of operation (dark green). The significant increase in current density is due to Feuptake, measured by ICP-MS to be 9%. Ni(Fe)OxHy electrode with ~15% Fe operated in Fe-free
KOH (gold). The stable and high current density Ni(Fe)OxHy operated in Fe-spiked 0.1 M KOH
is shown for reference (teal). (b) Rates of degradation of OER current over time as a function of
method of Fe incorporation.
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Post-operation ICP-MS was performed on all electrodes tested in this manner, and were
determined to have between 5-10% Fe incorporation (Fe/Ni-Fe). This is consistent with
the minimum values measured for electrodes exposed only briefly to Fe-spiked KOH and
is evidence that the NiOOH phase in fact does uptake and/or adsorb Fe, however, to a far
less degree than the Ni(OH)2 phase. None of the electrodes tested contained more than
10% Fe (10 hours tested).
This electrode was initially Fe-free, then spiked in-situ with Fe3+ in solution. We
also tested a Ni(Fe)OxHy electrode in Fe-free electrolyte. Electrodes were cycled 50 times
in 0.1 ppm Fe3+ was spiked 0.1 M KOH which generally produces a catalyst with ~15%
Fe. Electrodes were placed in rigorously Fe-free KOH and chronoamperometry at 1.0 ViR vs Hg/HgO was performed for 4 hours (Fig. 4.4, gold). Interestingly, the current
density immediately drops to the levels of the Fe-free electrode (Fig. 4.4, green). This
prolonged activity and stability is consistent with the Fe-free catalyst. However, analysis
via ICP-MS revealed the electrode still contained 13% Fe (Fe/Fe+Ni). Thus, despite there
being Fe incorporated in the catalyst, the lack of solution-Fe results in activity levels that
are as low as when there is no Fe present at all. These experiments support the
hypotheses that the performance and stability is not determined by bulk Fe, but by more
loosely bound surface Fe. The solution Fe is vitally important for the Ni(Fe)OxHy system.
These results are in close agreement with work done by Halaoui and coworkers,
wherein they used electrochemical methods to also conclude that regardless of Fe-content
in the electrode, the in-solution Fe is required for the high-activity of the catalyst.63 Their
work does hypothesize that bulk-Fe may be leached out but will redeposit in active
surface sites if solution-Fe is present in sufficient concentrations. The perspective of
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leaching and redeposition of Fe strongly agrees with work by Markovic et al. claiming
the stability of Ni(Fe)OxHy is due to the dynamic dissolution and redeposition at the
surface sites.33 Our results identifying incomplete/fractional Fe-leaching are consistent
with similar work done by Boettcher et al. on the analogous Co(Fe)OxHy concluding that
Fe will leach out of Co(Fe)OxHy when operated in Fe-free electrolyte.34
Further, these results indicate that the solution-Fe is not only necessary for high
OER activity, but also play a role in the stability of the catalyst. Figure 4.4b demonstrates
the various rates of OER current decay as a function of method of Fe-incorporation. The
stability of the catalyst with bulk-Fe and with Fe3+ available in solution performs with the
best stability, only with a -1 mA cm-2/Hr degradation rate. On the other hand, a rigorously
Fe-free electrode in Fe-free KOH has the highest rate of degradation at nearly -6 mA cm2

/Hr. Simply spiking Fe3+ into the solution in situ dramatically increases not just the OER

performance, but the stability as well. The solution-Fe improved the degradation to only 2.3 mA cm-2/Hr. Finally, the electrode with intentional Fe incorporation via cycling for
50 cycles in a Fe-spiked solution was transferred to a rigorously Fe-free cell with Fe-free
KOH. Despite the presence of bulk-Fe and no substantial loss of said Fe during operation
(discussed above), the rate of degradation is nearly as high as a fully Fe-free electrode,
degrading at -4.4 mA cm-2/Hr. Several repeat experiments corroborate these results. Our
work not only is in agreement with the recent works from Markovic et al.33, Halaoui et
al.63, and He et al.32 regarding the necessity of solution-Fe for high activity of
Ni(Fe)OxHy, we also conclude it is vital for the long-term stability under high-current
density operating conditions regardless of bulk Fe-incorporation.
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Catalyst activity loss is dependent on pH of electrolyte. The various current studies on
Ni(Fe)OxHy generally have disparate experimental conditions, especially in terms of
electrolyte. The Markovic, et al. work on dynamic Fe-sites and stability based on Fe
dissolution/redeposition reported results for only 0.1 M KOH.33 The He and coworkers
recent work reported their electrochemical characterizations specifically for 12.88 pH.32
On the other hand, Halaoui et al. presented results only for 1.0 M KOH.63 To further
explore the prolonged stability of Ni(Fe)OxHy we performed experiments in 1.0 M KOH
that complement the results set forth herein for the 0.1 M regime. Prolonged
chronoamperometry experiments performed above were repeated in 1.0 M KOH spiked
with 0.1ppm Fe3+. Cyclic voltammetry was performed on each electrode for 50 cycles,
then prolonged chronoamperometry was performed at 0.75 V vs Hg/HgO (~430 mV
overpotential). The data shows a steady and consistent degradation of catalytic activity
(Figure 4.5). Regardless of the maximum current density achieved by the electrode
(varies slightly based on differences in catalyst loading), the rate of degradation of
current (dJ/dt, mA cm-2/Hr) is consistent at about -2 mA cm-2/Hr. Figure 4.5b shows that
the redox state of each of the electrodes tested before prolonged CA were essentially
identical. The slight differences in peak integration and max current densities are from
minor differences in catalyst loading and electrode surface area.
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Figure 4.5. (a) Chronoamperometry for Ni(Fe)OxHy electrodes run in at 0.75 V vs Hg/HgO in 1.0
M KOH with 0.1ppm Fe3+ spike. Gold trace is Ni(Fe)OxHy run in 0.1 M KOH (1.5 V vs Hg/HgO)
for comparison of stability in pH 13 versus degradation in pH 14. Red lines are linear fits. (b)
Cyclic voltammetry of initial CV cycle (solid color curves) and cycle 50 (dashed color curves) in
1.0 M KOH with 0.1ppm Fe3+ immediately preceding CA. (c) Rates of degradation of OER
current over time as a function of maximum initial current density. Degradation is consistent for
all 1.0 M KOH electrodes. Gold mark is in 0.1 M KOH for comparison of stability.

One presumption one might make is that the loss in OER current is merely loss of
catalyst and catalyst dissolution. However, a comparison of the integrated oxidation peak
from the pristine catalyst with Ni measured from ICP-MS provides a ratio of 1.75 ± 0.11
(Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of redox wave integration (oxidation wave) and ICP-MS for determined
Ni loading of electrodes. Data collected from 37 different electrodes (green) and fit to a linear
equation (gold line). Moles of e- are from CV integration as a function of moles of Ni via ICP-MS
analysis from digestion of electrodes.

This 1.75 e-/Ni electrochemical activity is consistent with literature reports of expected e/Ni for a film thickness in our range (on the order of 10 nm, with the typical thickness of
our films between 10-30 nm).70,71 There is no apparent evidence of loss of catalyst for the
films reported here such that one would expect such significant loss in current density
over 10 hours (30 mA/cm2 loss, Fig. 4.5a).
Accordingly, since fatal dissolution isn’t likely, there isn’t a clear explanation in
the data for the pH dependence of degradation. A probable answer to this question could
be that the structure of the Ni(Fe)OxHy progresses through the Bode phase cycle changes
more rapidly. The solubility of the various Ni species is higher with increasing pH
(reported most readily for Ni2+ species)40,72. While this doesn’t appear to lead to
significant dissolution (loss without redeposition) within the 10 hours tested, it may
facilitate phase transformations more easily. Chapter III of this dissertation proposed that
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regardless of electrochemical treatment, the /-NiOxHy will ultimately transform to the
more thermodynamically stable /-NiOxHy. The pH dependence seen in this work here
could likely be this / conversion to / expedited due to slightly higher solubility in the
higher alkaline environment.
It is important to study degradation and activity-stability under prolonged operation
conditions. Several sources in the recent years have reported ‘stability’ of the Ni(Fe)OxHy
catalyst; however, these works examine the catalyst in low current density and shortduration operation regimes.32,33,73 In a short-duration experiment (~1 hour) there is
insufficient data to determine the degree and rate of degradation of catalytic activity.
Figure 4.7 illustrates this point where the same data is shown in panel (a) and panel (b):
Ni(Fe)OxHy catalyst run in the 0.1 M KOH demonstrates fairly stable catalytic activity
for the 5 hours tested where the sample run in 1.0 M KOH demonstrates degrading
catalytic activity with a stable rate of degradation of -2 mA cm-2/hr. If these electrodes
were run for only 1 hour each, they appear to have identical stable behavior. Further, at
high current densities there may be more noise in the data making the trend over time
more difficult to assess; there is steady and high production of oxygen bubbles on the
surface of the electrode which are continually growing and being pulled away into
solution via vigorous stirring. Accordingly, in assessing, characterizing and making
determination regarding the stability of the Ni(Fe) oxide catalysts, experiments should be
run for prolonged periods permitting proper analysis of the activity-stability.
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Figure. 4.7. Chronoamperometry data of Ni(Fe)OxHy catalyst run in 0.1 M KOH (green) and 1.0
M KOH (teal). (a) Data truncated to mimic an experiment limited to one-hour operation where
data appears identically stable for pH 13 and pH 14. (b) Full data showing 5 hours of operation
clearly characterizing the degradation of catalyst activity in the different pH electrolyte. Red
traces are linear fits of the current decay.

Conclusion and bridge
In this work we studied the stability and activity of Ni(Fe)OxHy with conditions
for prolonged high current density OER operation. We characterized a maximum Fe
incorporation threshold of ~20-25% Fe occurs after cyclic voltammetry or aging, which
is consistent with the current state of knowledge in the literature. We have shown that Feuptake is dependent on the oxidation state of the NiOxHy material, where the NiOOH
species does uptake and/or adsorb Fe, but to a far less degree (only ~10-15%) than full
incorporation possible via aging or CV cycling (up to ~22-25%).
Our results herein agree with the current state of knowledge that maximum
incorporation of Fe is not necessary to obtain maximum OER activity in 0.1 M KOH. We
have also shown that the source of Fe does have a definite impact on stability. Our work
shows that even if there is Fe incorporated into the Ni(Fe)OxHy the prolonged operation
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OER activity cannot be stable without Fe in solution. Even if there is Fe incorporated into
the Ni(Fe)OxHy the prolonged operation OER activity cannot be stable without Fe in
solution. We have shown that this is not merely due to Fe leaching from the electrode, as
Ni(Fe)OxHy run in Fe-free electrolyte for up to 10 hours retain sufficient levels of Fe
(~10%). We further investigated the impact of pH on the prolonged operation and found
that with increasing pH there is an increase in current decay. We purport these results
complement our results from Chapter III, wherein we identify a primary mode for
degradation is the conversion from /-redox pair to the /-redox pair. Here, we believe
the pH factor expedites this process due to increases in the solubility at higher pH.
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CHAPTER V
FABRICATION STRATEGIES FOR STABLE PHOTOANODES USING
SILICON WITH NICKEL (OXY)HYDROXIDE CATALYST FOR
SOLAR WATER SPLITTING
Chapter V contains fully unpublished material. Dr. Sebastian Oener and I
conceived of the project with project feedback from Prof. Boettcher. I performed
experiments, collected data, and analyzed data with help from Dr. Oener. The content and
analysis of this chapter was written by me with editorial assistance from Prof. Boettcher.

Introduction
The previous chapters in this dissertation have been focused exclusively on the Ni
(oxy)hydroxide catalyst used for the oxygen evolution half reaction of overall water
splitting. Applications involving Ni(OH)2/NiOOH as an OER catalyst may include more
complex architectures, such as electrolysis involving membranes and
photoelectrochemical cells with semiconductor interfaces. Thus, when considering
practical applications using the high performing Ni-Fe(OH)2 one must also consider the
stability and corrosion of the multicomponent electrode for efficient incorporation.
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells have the potential to be a promising solution for
alternative renewable energy. PEC water splitting in particular offers a pathway to obtain
renewable energy from sunlight by splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen gas, where
the only by-product is water. The PEC cell uses a light absorbing semiconductor in
connection with a chemical catalyst to drive the water splitting reaction.7
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Research into the various materials that are suitable for OER, chiefly, metal
oxides, semiconductors, sulfides, and III-V materials is ongoing.74–76 As a model system
this chapter will focus solely on silicon (Si). Silicon remains the most widely used
material for many photovoltaic applications; Si is Earth-abundant, low cost, and has a
band structure that is desirable for water splitting, with a narrow gap (Eg =  1.1 eV) well
aligned with the spectrum of solar energy.77 However, Si, like many photoanodes, suffer
from two serious deficiencies: passivation and dissolution. The former (passivation)
occurs in aqueous solution below pH  11. Si is quickly oxidized to the electrically
insulating phase SiO2(s). The latter (dissolution) occurs in alkaline solutions of with pH
~11 and higher, where Si etches, i.e. it converts into soluble SiO3-2(aq) and dissolves.78
Accordingly, much of the research of Si photoanodes for water splitting has focused on
strategies for stabilizing and protecting the surface.79,80
The general term of deactivation and degradation of a semiconductor in
photovoltaics is corrosion. Corrosion of semiconductor materials is complex and can
proceed through three distinct routes: chemical, photoelectrochemical, electrochemical.
Chemical corrosion of a semiconductor denotes dissolution and/or oxidation of the
material during exposure to the surrounding environment (the electrolyte).
Electrochemical and photoelectrochemical corrosion both describe processes of
degradation during net charge transfer via transfer of majority charge carriers and
minority carriers respectively.79 This work presents a novel fabrication scheme for
chemical protection of Si photoanodes in highly alkaline conditions appropriate for OER.
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Chemical protection – the conductivity/transparency trade-off
A traditional method for chemical protection of the semiconductor surface is
deposition or growth of a protective layer. This creates a layer between the
semiconductor and the electrolyte such that the electrolyte-induced dissolution and/or
oxidation of the material cannot occur. These layers are often referred to as a protection
layer. There are two important properties of protection layers that need be considered:
electrical conductivity and optical transparency. Unfortunately, these characteristics
are generally mutually exclusive (Fig. 5.1).

Figure 5.1. Three typical methods of protecting Si photoanodes, (a) thin metal films that conduct
charge carriers, but block light, (b) non-conductive metal oxides that are optically transparent, but
do not conduct charge carriers, and (c) conductive metal oxides that are optically transparent and
conduct charge carriers, but aren’t as chemically stable and can lead to photocorrosion.

Coating the surface with a thin-film of metal would provide the chemical protection and
electrical conductivity required; noble metals such as platinum and palladium are stable
even in the harshest alkaline environments where OER is most efficient. However, metal
thin films are optically dense, blocking photon absorption by the underlying photoanode
Si material. Thick metal-oxide layers (100 nm) that have sufficient optical transparency
have been used to protect Si. However, stable oxides are dielectrics and the electrical
conductivity is insufficient, and conductive oxides are generally not stable in alkaline
conditions. Further, reports in the literature show evidence that these structures are
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susceptible to intrinsic light-dependent photo corrosion, bringing about a trade-off
between the chemical and photocorrosion processes.81 Non-conductive, yet optically
transparent, thin films (< 2 nm) have been used as chemical protection of Si. Here, charge
carriers can be extracted through the barrier via quantum mechanical tunneling. Due to
the thinness required to extract the charge carriers, the chemical stability benefit is
minimal, with reports of only 100 hours of lifetime.82,83 Consequently, continuing
research into passivation of Si photoanodes is necessary.
There is no single chemical protection layer that can effectively protect the Si
semiconductor from corrosion while maintaining high PEC functionality. Thus, using a
combination of the best approaches is a promising method to obtain maximum chemical
protection for PEC anodes. In this work, a transparent protective oxide layer is used for
passivation of the bulk, permitting maximum photon absorption over the bulk of the
surface, and metal micro-contacts are embedded to provide charge transport pathways
through the electrically insulating oxide (Fig. 5.2).

Figure 5.2. Illustration demonstrating the combination of optical transparency of a protective
metal oxide layer with the electrical conductivity of embedded metal micro-contacts.

When considering which oxide material to use one should consider three
important factors: (i) stability in both acidic and alkaline solutions (most particularly
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alkaline), (ii) semiconductor surface defect passivation, and (iii) charge carrier selectivity
at the semiconductor interface. No single material will maximize the benefits of each one
of these three factors, thus a multi-layer structure is often employed with more than one
material. In this work, a two-layer oxide structure is utilized. The first layer (passivation
and selectivity) is directly in contact with the semiconductor surface; this layer needs to
be optimized for surface defect passivation and charge carrier selectivity. The second
layer (protection) need only be optimized for stability in the conditions of the electrolyte,
which is outside of the scope of this work. This dissertation chapter focuses exclusively
on achieving optimal chemical protection of the Si photoanode. The electrical
passivation and selectivity would need to be improved upon for the fabrication techniques
presented herein to have overall desirable PEC performance.
Methods and fabrication techniques
A fabrication scheme that produces a multi-layered photoanode with optimal
physical and chemical stability is presented in this chapter. A detailed discussion
justifying the decisions made in this fabrication scheme follows at the end of this
methods section.
The overall fabrication has three primary phases (Figure 5.3). Phase A is the
cleaning and preparation of the semiconductor substrate. This phase may also include the
deposition of the electrical passivation layer if one is required for proper rectification of
the semiconductor/contact interface. Phase B is the first lithograph process where the
contacts are patterned in an array and deposited onto the substrate via thermal or electron
beam depositions. Phase C is the second lithography and etching process. Here, the
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chemical protection layer is deposited, applying another array pattern and etching the
array pattern to expose the underlying-covered contacts.

Figure 5.3. Multi-layered fabrication scheme for protection of photoanodes. Phase A is cleaning
commercially available Si wafer, removal of the native oxide growth, and deposition of an
electrical passivation layer. Phase B is implementation of the first layer of the lithography pattern,
and deposition of the metal contacts. Phase C is the deposition of the chemical protection layer,
implementation of the second layer of the lithography pattern, and etching the protection layer to
expose the metal contacts.

Phase A. Cleaning and preparing the substrate
Commercially available n-Si wafers were cleaned in 100C piranha solution (3:1
concentrated H2SO2 and H2O2) for 30 minutes to clean any trace organics from the
surface. A thin native oxide layer (SiO2) will always be present as pristine commercial Si
have been gradually oxidizing in air. This oxide layer is not optimal for the
semiconductor-metal interface, and thus it is removal of this layer immediately preceding
the next step in the fabrication scheme. The native oxide (SiO2) was removed by 2 minute
etch in buffered HF (30:1). Freshly cleaned substrates were immediately used for the next
fabrication step to prevent regrowth of the detrimental native oxide layer.
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For electrodes where an electrical passivation layer was included a thin (~1 nm)
layer of Al2O3 was used. Al2O3 has been used as an optimal material for passivation of
both n- and p-Si semiconductor substrates.84–86 Immediately after substrate cleaning,
Al2O3 was deposited using low-temperature ALD (atomic layer deposition). ALD Al2O3
film was grown using a viscous-flow ALD reactor (Savannah G2 Thermal ALD,
Veeco/Ultratech/Cambridge NanoTech). The chemical precursor used was
Al(CH3)3 [trimethylaluminum (TMA)] (Akzo-Nobel, semiconductor grade, 99.9999%).
Films were deposited at 75C by 8-cycles of alternating TMA and H2O flows with N2
carrier flow gas. Under these conditions each cycle produces a Al2O3 layer of ~1.2 Å
thickness. Thus, an 8 cycle procedure produced a ~9.6 Å Al2O3 film.87 Recipe and
specifications were provided by the manufacturer, Veeco/Ultratech/Cambridge
NanoTech.
Phase B. Conductive contact points
Phase B of the fabrication scheme is the deposition of the micro-contact array.
This is achieved via a double layer optical resist technique. Optical lithography is a
technique where a light-sensitive polymer (the photoresist) is deposited onto a substrate
and exposed to UV light to form relief patterns in the substrate.88 Generally, the
photoresist is spin-coated atop the substrate and then directly patterned: a simple two-step
procedure. However, undesirable side-wall formations can occur when the subsequent
layer is a film deposited via evaporation or sputtering (Fig. 5.4a). Side-wall formations (a
crowning effect) can be prevented by imposing intentional undercutting of the polymer
mask. This is difficult to achieve with the photoresist alone, thus a double layer resist
mask technique is employed. In double-layer lithography a lift-off resist is deposited first
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via spin coating onto the Si substrate. The photoresist is then deposited via spin-coating
atop the lift-off resist. During development of the photoresist (after UV exposure), the
developer solution dissolves an undercut region of the lift-off resist. The height of the
double layer relief mask should be minimum of ~ 5:1 depth ratio to the desired
subsequent layer deposition. A smaller depth ratio results in persistent side-wall
depositions.

Figure 5.4. Illustrations and SEM images demonstrating the importance of an optimal mask layer
prior to 3D metal pattern deposition: (a) technique employing only a UV photoresist, (i) spincoating resist, (ii) metal deposition with undesirable side-wall deposition along photoresist walls,
and (iii) removal of photoresist mask, leaving 3D patterned metal with undesirable ‘crown’ due to
side-wall deposition. (b) Technique employing optimal double layer resist, (i) lift-off resist
deposited via spin-coating under the photoresist, with depth > 5 desired metal deposition. The
walls of the lift-off resist are under-cut by the photoresist developer, preventing side-wall
deposition of metal. (iii) Perfectly patterned metal contacts remain after removal of double layer
resist.

In this work, we aim to have a thick (up to 100 nm) layer of metal/oxide covering the
substrate to maximize chemical protection of the underlying Si. Thus, the ideal thickness
for the relief mask for this work should be at minimum 500 nm.
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The following lithography steps were performed in a clean-room environment.
Even minor particulate contamination on the substrate will be fatal to the overall
fabrication process. A lift-off resist, PMGI SF 25 (MicroChem Corp.), was cast using a
spin-coating recipe of 2000 rpm for 30 seconds, followed by a soft bake at 190C for 1
minute (the final sixth layer was soft-baked for 5 minutes). This recipe results in a lift off
layer that is ~100 nm thick. This recipe was ‘stacked’ six times to form a resist layer of
the necessary thickness. A minimum of 5 minutes wait time between each iteration is
necessary to allow drying and hardening of each layer. This prevents re-dissolution of the
layer as it is coated with the new solution for the next iteration of spin-coating. Failure to
allow each stack layer to dry between stacking the recipe results in thinning of overall lift
off layer. It is not recommended to use N2 gas or any inert gas stream to assist drying as
keeping the process as particulate-free as possible is exceptionally important.
After six iterations of this process the total lift-off layer was approximately
1,000 nm thick, measured by stylus profilometry. The photoresist AZ®1512 (Integrated
Micro Materials) was then cast, with a spin-coating recipe of 4000 rpm for 30 seconds,
followed by a soft bake at 100C for 1 minute. The UV exposure was done as a 50 x 50
array of 10 m diameter circles, spaced closer than the diffusion length of the n-Si (40
m spacing), at a power of 401 mJ/cm2. Photoresist was then developed using AZ®
300MIF developer (Integrated Micro Materials) for 3 minutes to achieve optimal resist
undercutting. Developing the resist for too long results in insufficient undercutting, which
leads to the formation of detrimental side walls during the metal deposition phase.
Samples were imaged in an optical microscope to confirm quality array patterning. Total
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thickness measured in Figure 5.5 includes the depth added from the UV resist via atomic
force microscopy (and by stylus profilometry).

Figure 5.5. Characterization of a finished double layer optical resist technique. (a) Optical
microscope images, top down image. (b) Atomic force microscopy measuring the depth and width
of the mask pattern as a function of illumination power, 401 mJ/cm2 (blue trace), 505 mJ/cm2 (gold
trace), 610 mJ/cm2 (green trace), 702 mJ/cm2 (black trace). The inset illustration corresponds to the
step in Phase B of the overall fabrication scheme from Figure 5.3.

For samples with Si-oxide (SiOx) electrical passivation layers (instead of the
Al2O3), the samples were set to rest for ~24 hours to allow for native oxide growth on the
freshly exposed patterned regions. For samples with Al2O3 passivation layers (or no
passivation layers) substrates were immediately progressed to the metal deposition phase
of the fabrication process to prevent unwanted native SiOx growth. Contacts were
deposited onto/into the UV mask as multi-layer metal stacks. Nickel is an optimal choice
for the micro-contacts as Ni(Fe)OxHy is presently known as the most-active catalyst for
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in alkaline electrolytes. However, the Ni becomes
electrolyte permeable once fully converted into Ni(OH)2/NiOOH during electrochemistry
in alkaline electrolyte. Since a primary goal of this fabrication scheme is to protect the
underlying Si surface from exposure to the electrolyte, the permeability of
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH is ultimately fatal to these electrodes. Thus a two metal stack structure
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was employed, where a dense metal layer is deposited first and the Ni metal atop. The
dense metal layer will prevent electrolyte permeating to the Si, and will permit free
conduction of charge carriers to the Ni. Choice of metal interlayer is of utmost
importance. This phase of fabrication creates a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)
interface where vital photogenerated electron-hole recombination must be minimized. A
metal with an appropriate work function for a rectifying junction needs to be considered
based on the band gap of the absorber semiconductor.89 Here, we used only Pt or Pd as
the dense metal interlayer.
The metal layers were deposited using a physical vapor deposition technique,
electron beam (e-beam) evaporation. Solid metal material is placed in a high-temperature
crucible and bombarded with a high intensity electron beam. The metal is heated to the
point of melting and the vapor pressure causes a stream of evaporated metal to strike and
deposit onto the substrate under high vacuum conditions of ~10-7 Torr.90 Crucible choice
is vital. Many metals will form alloys with improperly selected crucible materials, such
as a commonly used tungsten crucible will form an alloy with palladium metal resulting
in the loss of potentially thousands of dollars’ worth of precious metals. More inert
crucibles, such as graphite, will not form an alloy with palladium. However, graphite
crucibles are highly susceptible to thermal shock and breakage. Graphite crucibles should
only be used with slow and lower temperature metal depositions. In this work, a
proprietary FABMATE® (99.9995% elemental carbon) crucible obtained from Kurt J.
Lesker Company was used for depositions of nickel and palladium. Platinum was
deposited from a common tungsten crucible obtained from Kurt J. Lesker Company.
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Once the metal contacts were deposited into the relief pattern in the double layer
resist, the lift-off resist is dissolved, removing both the lift-off and UV photoresist, and
leaving the patterned metal array. Resist removal was conducted with a three-bath
system. First, substrates were immersed in a heated (60-80 C) bath of Remover PG
(MicroChem Corp.) with rapid stirring near the substrates for 1-hour. Rapid stirring aids
in the pristine removal of the resists, however care should used to not permit stirring near
the substrates as mechanical shock can cause the loss of the unprotected metal contacts.
Substrates were removed from the Remover PG, rinsed with acetone, and immersed in an
ambient temperature acetone bath with stirring for a short duration (1-3 minutes).
Substrates were then removed from the acetone, rinsed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and
immersed in an ambient temperature IPA bath with stirring for a short duration (1-3
minutes). Finally, substrates were removed and thoroughly rinsed with DI water and
dried with a filtered N2(g) stream.
Phase C. Chemical protection.
The third phase of the fabrication is the deposition/growth of the metal oxide
protective layer. Metal oxide layers to protect photoelectrodes have been regularly
implemented since popularized by the use of TiO2 in the 1970’s.91 Since that time, TiO2
remains heavily researched and is still considered one of the most ideal materials for
long-term stabilty.79,80,82,92,93 However, in recent years hafnium oxide (HfO2), hafnia, has
emerged as a promising new material for chemical protection.94–96 Hafnia has a relatively
high refractive index in the visible spectrum (1.89), has a wide band gap of ~5.41 eV, and
is highly optically transparent with insignificant absorption for wavelengths higher than
250 nm.97 These favorable properties lead to a protective layer with higher light limited
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currents than can be achieved with the alternative TiO2. Further, hafnia has superior
chemical stability in highly basic electrolytes, making it an ideal passivation layer for
OER in alkaline conditions.98
The hafnia protection layer was deposited via atomic layer deposition (ALD).
ALD provides the ability to deposit ultra-thin, uniform, and defect free films on planar
and 3D patterned substrates. This technique grows the oxide in atomic monolayers
continuously cycled to obtain the thickness desired.99,100 Since the charge transport
pathways in the photoanodes fabricated in this work are not through the protective oxide
it is not necessary to keep the hafnia layer thin (tunneling of charge carriers not required).
Thus, a “thick” ~25 nm layer was deposited to maximize long-term chemical stability of
the anodes.
ALD HfO2 film was deposited using a viscous-flow ALD reactor (Savannah G2
Thermal ALD, Veeco/Ultratech/Cambridge NanoTech). The chemical precursor used
was Tetrakis(dimethylamido)hafnium, (TDMAHf). Films were deposited at 150C by
250-cycles of alternating TDMAHf and H2O flows with N2 carrier flow gas. Under these
conditions each cycle produces a HfO2 layer of ~1.1 Å thickness. Thus, a 250 cycle
procedure produced a ~25 nm Al2O3 film. Recipe and specifications were provided by the
manufacturer, Veeco/Ultratech/Cambridge NanoTech.
The final steps in the fabrication scheme removes a small portion of the protective
layer directly on top of the patterned Ni array, providing a direct interface between the
metal and electrolyte and a charge carrier transport pathway to the underlying Si. This is
achieved via a two-layered pattern approach for the lithography. An illustration of the
two distinct layers to the lithography were programed: layer 1 (larger diameter circles)
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was exposed during Phase B, and layer 2 (smaller diameter circles) were exposed during
Phase C (Fig. 5.6). A two-layer pattern with alignment markers (a cross was used here) at
least three of the four corners of the overall pattern is necessary for proper alignment of
the lithography.

Figure 5.6. (a) Illustration of two-layer pattern used for UV lithography. (b) Illustration
of two-layer pattern using alignment markers (layer 1, green; layer 2, orange). Alignment
markers should be used in the corners of the overall pattern. Attempting two separate
patterns versus a single two-layer pattern is not advisable due to difficulties that will be
inherent in attempting to align two separate patterns.
The photoresist (AZ® 1512 without a double layer lift-off resist underlying) was
deposited onto the hafnia via spin coating, with a recipe of 4000 rpm for 30 seconds,
followed by a soft bake at 100C for 1 minute. UV exposure was done of 4 m diameter
circles in a 50 x 50 array, aligned directly over the 10 m diameter Ni array, at a power
of 401 mJ/cm2. After exposure the wafer was developed in AZ® 300MIF for 3 minutes.
Following, ~4 µm diameter areas of the hafnia are exposed and can be etched away.
The final step is etching away a small area of the protective hafnia to expose a
portion of the top of the Ni contacts. Both wet and dry (plasma) etching were
investigated. While general etch rates of HfO2 have been reported in the literature, there
has been insufficient thorough characterization of the surface morphology and
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photoelectrochemical activity of etched HfO2 covered nickel metal surfaces.101 Here, wet
etching with buffered HF was compared to dry etching using reactive ion beam etching
(RIBE) with Ar/CHF3 gas mixture.
Ideally, wet etching leads to an isotropic etching, where dry etching is an
anisotropic process (Fig. 5.7a). However, if the substrate has an initial surface roughness
that is less than ideal, with high spatial frequency of rough surface features, the etching
will not be ideally isotropic and will result in a highly roughened etched surface
(Fig. 5.7b).102 The HfO2 layer to be etched is not perfectly smooth, and has high spatial
frequency roughness, thus, idealized wet etching cannot be achieved as fabricated (Fig.
5.7c).

Figure 5.7. Illustrations and AFM data for wet and dry etching techniques. (a) Idealized anisotropic
etching using dry etching method. (b) Illustration of dry etching where redeposition of bombarded
material creates a side-wall or crowning effect. (c) AFM topology with side-wall formations. (d)
Idealized isotropic etching using wet etching method. (d) Wet etching can result in a highly roughed
surface. (f) AFM topology of wet etching demonstrating excessive roughening.

Dry etching can be superior under some conditions since the initial quality of the
layer to be etched is not as significant a factor. However, dry etching can commonly
result in redeposition of the bombarded material around the edges of the etch zone. This
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causes undesirable side-wall or crowning formations. These formations are fairly thin and
can be easily removed with mechanical shock via sonication in DI water for ~10 minutes.
Optimization of etch technique and rates was done by performing several etches at
different times (Fig. 5.7c). The morphology of the etched surfaces was investigated using
atomic force microscopy (AFM). While the AFM measurements do not provide
information about the degree of undercutting of the isotropic etching, the most important
factor to investigate is to what degree each etching processes exposes (without
destruction) the underlying nickel contacts. As can be seen in the AFM topological maps,
even at the longest etch times using wet etching, the surface roughness is excessive and
indicates insufficient exposure of the nickel. The topology of the dry etched surfaces
reveals that after sufficient etching the nickel was sufficiently exposed with desired
smoothness. A “descumming” technique via UV-ozone cleaning was applied to the HF
wet etched samples to ascertain of the roughness was merely debris that could be
removed. The roughness and definition of the holes actually worsened after UV-ozone
cleaning (Fig. C.1).
These results were investigated electrochemically to determine the
photoelectrochemical performance after each etching process. Despite etching for >55
minutes in the HF solution, the photocurrent for the wet etched HfO2 covered nickel was
severely depressed which correlates well with the rough and incomplete etching observed
via AFM. Conversely, the dry etched samples indicate complete removal of the HfO2 and
an adequate photoelectrochemical response. Any deleterious effects potentially caused by
over-etching were investigated via electrochemical characterization of etched Ni surfaces
(Fig. C.2).
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Electrochemical results and stability characterization
Photoanodes were fabricated using the procedures detailed above. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken on the final structure to confirm successful
structure formation (Fig. 5.8). Cross section SEM images show clean edges obtained from
successfully optimizing the optical lithography and metal deposition steps of fabrication.
The electrode shown has Ti as a thin bottom-most layer in the metal stack. This serves as
a thin conductive ‘adhesion’ layer as Pd as poor adhesion to Si. The benefit to use Ti should
be considered versus the care required in using the Ti layer. Ti readily oxidizes to TiO2
which would not be favorable (at the thickness deposited of 5-10 nm). Thus, if Ti is used
to aid Pd adhesion to the Si the electrode should be moved immediately to the next
fabrication step to cover the bare Si and exposed edges of the Ti with protective HfO2.
Prolonged resting between fabrication steps may be fatal to the electrode. Palladium (Pd)
was used as the dense conductive layer in the metal stack. This layer serves (i) to set the
work function at the Si interface, and (ii) to prevent electrolyte from reaching the Si (since
NiOxHy is electrolyte permeable). Palladium as a high work function of 5.22 – 5.60 eV,
leading to a high barrier height and greater hole-selectivity at the interface. While Pd also
has less than ideal adhesion to Si, it was used as an alternative to Pt (also high work
function, 5.12 – 5.93 eV) due to inferior adhesion of Pt on Si.
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Figure 5.8. (a) SEM image of well-formed micro-contact structures. (b) Cross section image.
Green box indicates enlarged area displayed in (c). Inset is a 2D cross-section illustration of the
contact stack.

The electrochemical behavior of the electrode in the light limited current region
demonstrates stability during prolonged operation at exceptionally high overpotential (2.8
V vs RHE, 1.6 V OER overpotential) for up to 24 hours tested in 0.1 M KOH (pH ~13)
under ~1 sun illumination (Fig. 5.9a). Electrodes were also tested in the OER current region
(2.0 V vs RHE, 770 mV OER overpotential) stability for 80 hours tested in 0.1 M KOH
(pH ~13) under ~1 sun illumination (Fig. 5.9b). Performance was assessed in terms of (i)
catalytic stability and activity, and (ii) anode structural stability.

Figure 5.9. (a) Stable chronoamperometry in the light limiting current region (2.8 V vs RHE, 1.6
V OER overpotential) for 24 hours. (b) Chronoamperometry in OER catalytic region (2.0 V vs
RHE, 770 mV OER overpotential) for 80 hours.
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(i) Assessment of catalysis for stable photoanodes. The chronoamperometry data in the
OER catalysis region (2.0 V vs RHE, 770 mV OER overpotential) displays a
degradation/regeneration cycle for each 24-hour set of CVs-CA-CVs (Fig. 5.9b). This is
characteristic of the Ni(Fe)OxHy catalyst and is discussed in more detail in Chapter III of
this dissertation. Successful regeneration of the catalyst appears be sustainable up to 60
hours of operation. In the initial 72 hours the overall performance increases, and the Ni
redox peak integration increases (Fig. 5.10). This is consistent with the deposition of Ni
metal and the continuous conversion of all of the Ni metal to the NiOxHy material and
uptake of Fe3+ for solution to form the active catalyst Ni(Fe)OxHy. This improvement is
not related to the fabrication and is unique to the catalyst behavior (enhancement effects of
Fe3+ in solution is discussed in Chapter IV of this Dissertation). An analogous control
sample was run to demonstrate increasing NiOxHy redox peak with cycling due to the
conversion of the Ni metal to NiOxHy (Fig. C.3). After 72 hours the electrochemical
characterization of the electrodes presents with a decline in the OER activity and a
significant degradation of the Ni redox peak integration and character. This indicates the
catalyst may have reached the end of its useful operation period. However, does not
indicate the overall anode structure has corroded or degraded.
(ii) Assessment of photoanode physical structure. Separate from any changes in the
catalysis over time, the physical stability of the fabricated structure is well intact.
Inspection of the electrode via optical microscopy demonstrate the changes in the catalyst
region (roughening and darkening over time) have no deleterious effect on the structure,
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nor have there been any general damage to the overall structures after 100 hours of
operation (Fig. 5.10f).

Figure 5.10. Cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M KOH (pH ~13) collected every 24 hours of high
overpotential chronoamperometry (2.0 V vs RHE, 770 mV OER overpotential). (a) Initial cycle 1
(light blue) and cycle 40 before any CA (dark green). (b) CV taken after 24 hours (teal), 48 hours
(blue), and 72 hours (gold). (c) CV taken after 96 hours of operation (black curve, previous
curves are lightened for clarity). (d) Pristine contact imaged under an optical microscopy, (e)
Contact imaged after 72 hours of operation. (f) Contact imaged after 96 hours of operation.

The fabrication methods developed here have been successful in protecting the
photoanodes from chemical corrosion in the harsh 0.1 M KOH solutions (pH ~13). Further
work would be warranted using these methods for chemically protected photoanodes with
more a robust OER catalysts. Further work would also benefit greatly from optimization
of the semiconductor interface to reduce interfacial electron-hole recombination that is
likely reducing the maximum achieved light limiting current obtained in our electrodes.
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Selecting a fabrication scheme for stable micro-contacts: embedding into protection
layer versus covering with protection layer.
When considering the fabrication scheme and structure, there were two interfaces
of utmost importance: the semiconductor/contact interface and the catalyst/electrolyte
interface. The two example fabrication designs embedded and covered, demonstrate two
approaches considering both vital interfaces (Fig. 5.11).

Figure 5.11. Two approaches for fabrication of photoanodes to protect an underlying substrate.
(a) Embedded contact technique. (b) Covered contact technique.

Photoelectrochemical water splitting includes a semiconductor which brings about
photogenerated holes to oxide water. Many photoanodes have a layered structure, where
the semiconductor is coated with a catalyst or hole conducting layer. Thus, the interface
of the semiconductor/contact should be considered when designing a fabrication scheme.
The photogenerated holes must pass to and/or through this layer before they can be used
for water oxidation. In the methods presented, the Ni(Fe)OxHy catalyst over-layer serves
as a collector of photogenerated holes.103 Ni (oxy)hydroxide is an electrolyte permeable
catalyst, therefore, the photogenerated holes which pass into the catalyst can accumulate
throughout the bulk. Steady state conditions are achieved when the net flux of hole from
the semiconductor into the catalyst is equal to the flux out of the catalyst. Thus, if the
surface area of the semiconductor/catalyst interface is not equal to that of the
catalyst/electrolyte interface there will be different theoretical current densities at each
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interface. On the one hand, maximizing semiconductor/catalyst interface surface area
(covered) can be beneficial for stability and even charge distribution across and
throughout the contacts. However, minimizing semiconductor/catalyst interface surface
area (embedded) can have exceedingly favorable consequences; there are significant
changes to the interfacial physics that govern efficient charge transfer when the contact
dimension approach or become less than the depletion length of the semiconductor (on
the order of 10-1,000 nm).104,105 Further, there is a considerable catalytic benefit in
maximizing the catalyst interface with the electrolyte (embedded). Since the exceptional
OER catalysts such as NiOxHy are most catalytically active at surface and defect sites,
maximizing accessible catalytic surface sites will lead to higher TOF when comparing
identical catalyst loading between embedded and covered fabrication schemes. For these
reasons, the embedded approach has many advantages compared to the covered approach.
However, the embedded technique tends to facilitate delamination and loss of
contacts as a primary failure pathway for photoanodes. As shown in the 2D cross-section
illustration of the embedded contact, atop the silicon the contact stack is a dense metal
and then a catalyst (Fig. 5.12a). The high-work function metal is necessary for proper
rectifying qualities to prevent electron-hole recombination at the interface. However,
appropriate metals such as Pt and Pd do not have good adhesion to the Si substrate. This
causes prompt delamination of the contact before and during operation (Fig. 5.12b-c).
One common solution to poor adhesion is the addition of an adhesion layer between the
Si substrate and the high-work function metal layer. Materials such as TiO2 have been
used as optimal adhesion layers. However, an embedded scheme exposes all of the stack
layers to the electrolyte, and thus, all layers must be resistant to corrosion. This presents a
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problem as many adhesion layers are not stable in highly alkaline electrolyte. Finally, the
importance of an electrical passivation layer was mentioned in this work, but not
addressed in depth. Further development of these fabrication schemes will require
inclusion of an electrical passivation layer at the semiconductor interface to minimize
charge recombination. However, identical to the stability issues present for adhesion
layers, common electrical passivation layers are generally not stable when exposed to the
highly alkaline electrolyte.

Figure 5.12. Illustrations and SEM images of the pathways for degradation and photoanode
failure (a) Embedded technique leads to delamination of the contacts. (b) SEM images of curling
and delaminating contacts, and (c) loss of entire contacts. (d) Covered technique has the risk of
electrolyte break-through of the protection layer. (e) SEM images of electrolyte break-through
causing dissolution of stack layers and (f) ‘halos’ around the contacts indicating likely oxidation
of the underlying Si substrate.

A covered approach can address many of the problems existent in the embed
fabrication scheme. The covered technique is superior to embedded in terms of physical
stability and maintenance of the contacts. However, the geometry of the structure is now
reversed, with a large surface area at the semiconductor/contact interface and a smaller
surface area at the catalyst/electrolyte interface. Consequently, two substantial sacrifices
are made: forfeiture of any potential nano-scale benefits and higher catalytic activity.
Nano-scale benefits become more difficult as fabrication schemes would require more
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advanced techniques such as electron-beam lithography and difficulties during the
etching steps due to very small diameter pores to wet and dry etch cleanly.
The stability benefits will also allow for improved treatment of the
semiconductor/catalyst interface. Since the layers in the contact stack are no longer
exposed to the electrolyte a much-desired electrical passivation layers can be
incorporated. While this scheme has its structural advantages, there are still failure
pathways that need to be considered. Deposition of the HfO2 needs to be optimized. Too
thick and the pores become deep and difficult to conduct flawless UV lithography and
etching without detrimental side-wall depositions. Further, if there are any side wall
formations during the metal deposition step and these thin side walls are covered by the
HfO2 protection, there is a greater possibility of edge breakage and then exposure to the
electrolyte. Additionally, simply too thin a protection layer and the edges and corners of
the protection layer are susceptible to electrolyte break-through, which can lead to
dissolution of adhesion/passivation layers. Thus, fatal break-through can be the result of
protection layers that are (i) too thin, (ii) have pinholes, and/or (iii) have covered side
walls formations that readily break away. Overall, the covered technique was deemed
superior for the reasons described in this section.
Conclusions
Effective methods for protection and passivation of solar absorbers remain a
primary consideration for researchers furthering the advancements in the
photoelectrochemical water splitting field. Here, Si is used as a model material to develop
a fabrication scheme for chemically stable photoanodes for the oxygen evolution reaction
performed in highly alkaline electrolytes. The fabrication method presented uses a multi-
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layered approach to deposit an array of contacts and cover the electrode with an overall
protection oxide. The electrodes fabricated using this scheme have shown physical
stability up to 100 hours tested, with no break-down of the contact array structures. There
was, however, degradation related to the catalyst which was addressed separately in
Chapters III and IV of this dissertation. In addition to presenting the methods for
fabrication and reporting on the stability of the photoanodes fabricated using this scheme,
a discussion was presented regarding important factors to be considered when selecting
methods and strategies for photoanode fabrication. Further work in this area would be
warranted to explore the trade-off between high activity and stability, and to investigate
catalysts with higher chemical stability to assess this photoanode fabrication scheme to
the limits of stability.
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APPENDIX A
CHAPTER III SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Electrolyte purification and removal of particulates
After the Fe impurities are removed using a high-purity Ni(OH)2 Fe-absorbent
soak (~overnight) there are Ni(OH)2 particulates in the solution. A freshly cleaned (aqua
regia) Pt coil used as a working electrode was cycled 150 times (50 mV/s). Redox peaks
for NiOxHy grow in indicating significant deposition of Ni(OH)2 on the surface of the Pt
coil from solution particulates (Fig. A.1). The electrode was removed and cleaned in
1.0 M H2SO4 for 2 minutes and aqua regia for 2 minutes. The process was repeated until
NiOxHy redox peaks were no longer present. This process required 6 iterations, for a total
of ~900 CV cycles to remove most particulates that would cause unintended deposition.

Figure A.1. Cyclic voltammetry demonstrating the necessity for removing Ni(OH)2 particulates
from electrolyte. In Fe-cleaning 0.1M KOH electrolyte, after 150 CV cycles there is significant
Ni(OH)2 deposition on a Pt coil working electrode (green trace). After cleaning and an additional
300 CV cycles, Ni(OH)2 deposition is still present (teal trace). A minimum of 900 CVs was
required to remove the majority of Ni(OH)2 deposition (blue trace), with very trace deposition
still present.
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As seen in Fig. A.1, after the 6 iteration of electrochemical particulate removal
there is still very slight redox character visible, indicating a minor deposition still
occurring. As an alternative to electrochemical removal of particulates, a double-filtration
cleaning process was implemented using a 0.1 m Supor (polyethersulfone) membrane
syringe filters (VWR, Pall Acrodisc®). This resulted in the removal of all detectible
Ni(OH)2 particulates and a pristine Pt surface after CV cycling (Fig. A.2a).

Figure A.2. (a) Characterization of clean Pt substrate surface prior to deposition of catalyst. (b)
Characterization of catalyst after deposition (green) compared to the pre-deposition clean Pt
substrate (blue). 0.1 M Fe-free KOH, 10 mV/s scan rate.
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Figure A.3. Chronoamperometry operated at 1.0 V-iR vs Hg/HgO (0.688 V-iR overpotential)
after 3 CVs (green) electrochemical cycling prior, 20 CVs prior (teal), and 40 CVs prior (dark
blue). (a) Reported a current density, with convoluted results due to difference in both surface
area and catalyst loading of the ‘3 CV’ electrode. (b) Reported as current activity to normalize for
variance in surface area and loading.
Table A.1. Electrode surface areas and catalyst loading for chronoamperometry cycling-activity
experiments (Fig. 3.1). Table indicates the similarities in the ‘20 CV’ and ‘40 CV’ electrodes and
the dissimilarity of the ‘3 CV’ electrode in comparison. Catalyst loading was determined via
charge integration of the redox peaks immediately following electrodeposition.

Electrode
Cycling

Pt Substrate Surface Area
(cm2)

Ni deposited
(ng)

Ni Loading
(µg/cm2)

3 CV

0.2436

1036.57

4.26

20 CV

0.1553

605.94

3.90

40 CV

0.1428

558.84

3.91
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Figure A.4. Cyclic voltammetry performed on an initially rigorously Fe-free electrode in Fe-free
0.1 M KOH (dark green trace). Diminutive quantities of Fe were spiked in-situ to simulate trace
impurities potentially existent in ‘Fe-free’ experiments. Spikes between 0.1 ppb through 0.25 ppb
show no enhancement from cycle 1 through cycle 13 (green traces). At 0.7 V vs Hg/HgO the
traces are indistinguishable. No enhancement factor is visible until a spike of 20 ppb at cycle 14
(gold traces) which presents with an immediate, clear, and significant OER enhancement through
the final cycle 36 (dark gold).
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APPENDIX B
CHAPTER IV SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure B.1. Fe content determined by ICP-MS for Fe/(Fe+Ni) as a function of catalyst loading.
There is no apparent dependence of Fe uptake based on catalyst loading in this loading regime of
< 6 µg/cm2. Fe content is ~15% after 50 cycles of cyclic voltammetry (green cross), ~22-25%
after 100 or more cycles (teal triangles). There is a clear correlation between Fe uptake and
number of cycles.

Determination of Fe% from ICP-MS and calculations for propagation of uncertainties
The analysis and reporting of uncertainties associated with inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) presented here are consistent with guidelines
published regarding analytical ICP-MS.65,66,106 Dominant contributions to uncertainty in
ICP-MS are instrument method precision and instrument drift. Uncertainties with this
method associated with standard calibration solution concentrations and analyte sample
dilutions are considered negligible when analytical care is used to perform the
technique.65 Accordingly, our propagation of uncertainty will not include these negligible
values. Further, the use of an internal standard was used to correct for instrument drift,
and as such, instrument drift is not explicitly included in our uncertainty analysis. The
uncertainties reported herein are due to instrument method precision with respect to
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measured analyte concentration, ppm (directly measured as counts s-1), and is propagated
through to determine Fe content as a percentage of total analyte mass.
Initial ppb values direct from digested electrodes was obtained from ICP-MS
measurements, collected with a method of 5 replicate measurements, Appb  δAppb, where
A is the analyte atomic identity and δA is the uncertainty with respect to the method
precision, or the standard deviation of the 5 replicate measurements. These
concentrations were converted to mass (ng) of atomic analyte by multiplying by the
volume (mL) of the analyte solution, Ang  δAng, where δA is propagated uncertainty
calculated in quadrature per Equation B.1. As stated above, uncertainty with respect to
solution measurements (done gravimetrically for all work done here) is negligible and
omitted in these equations.
𝛿𝐴
𝐴

𝛿𝐴
𝐴

𝐸𝑞. 𝐵. 1

Percent Fe content (Z) in the electrodes presented in this work is Fe/(Ni+Fe), where
Ni+Fe (Tng) is the sum in units of mass (ng) determined via ICP-MS as described above,
Tng  δTng, where δTng is propagated uncertainty calculated via sum, per Equation B.2.
𝛿𝑇

𝛿𝐹𝑒

𝛿𝐹𝑒

𝐸𝑞. 𝐵. 2

Percent Fe is then reported as Z  δZ, where δZ is propagated uncertainty calculated in
quadrature per Equation B.3.
𝛿𝑍
𝑍

𝛿𝐹𝑒
𝐹𝑒

𝛿𝑇
𝑇
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𝐸𝑞. 𝐵. 3

Table B.1. Representative sample of electrodes analyzed via ICP-MS for %Fe content with propagation of uncertainty.

Technique
Min. Exposure
Min. Exposure
4Hr Only
4Hr Only
4Hr Only
10Hr Only
10Hr Only
50CV
50CV
50CV
50CV
50CV
50CV‐4Hr
50CV‐4Hr
50CV‐10Hr
100CV
100CV
50CV‐4Hr‐50CV
50CV‐4Hr‐50CV
50CV‐4Hr‐50CV
50CV‐4Hr‐50CV
50CV‐11Hr‐50CV
50CV‐10Hr‐50CV
50CV‐10Hr‐50CV

KOH
M
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

ICP‐MS
Fe ppb
8.562
8.987
12.22
10.92
22.57
12.38
14.99
16.61
11.47
18.12
13.17
24.97
16.22
13.44
13.93
15.62
32.63
10.1
17.14
21.34
36.76
10.44
35.43
23.68

STD
0.53
0.74
0.47
0.33
0.7
0.44
0.46
0.27
0.28
0.34
0.48
0.6
0.7
0.47
0.92
0.69
1.12
0.58
0.51
0.65
1.51
0.82
0.79
0.92

mL
4.953
5.288
5.099
5.038
5.256
5.135
5.079
4.980
5.078
4.948
5.089
5.105
5.059
5.045
5.110
5.154
5.025
5.211
5.250
5.015
4.975
5.018
5.188
4.973

Fe
ng
42.41
47.53
62.30
55.00
118.60
63.55
76.11
82.73
58.23
89.68
67.03
127.46
82.06
67.79
71.21
80.52
163.99
52.65
89.97
107.00
182.87
52.38
183.81
117.77


2.61
3.91
2.40
1.67
3.69
2.25
2.35
1.34
1.41
1.69
11.90
12.09
12.12
11.80
12.62
3.56
5.63
3.02
2.70
3.27
7.50
4.10
4.11
4.55

RDS
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.18
0.09
0.15
0.17
0.18
0.04
0.03
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.08
0.02
0.04
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Ni
ng
331.71
448.55
447.58
259.55
792.27
357.19
492.99
482.16
485.49
468.87
368.40
646.64
362.35
283.59
235.83
294.32
501.04
140.57
263.17
293.93
520.82
162.27
607.62
289.75


10.33
20.41
13.75
10.47
14.60
11.50
17.27
9.91
11.28
11.29
14.06
13.92
14.75
13.42
11.91
16.17
22.56
10.42
11.24
12.43
11.99
10.06
10.63
11.00

RDS
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.02
0.04

Total
ng
374.12
496.07
509.88
314.55
910.87
420.74
569.10
564.89
543.71
558.55
435.43
774.10
444.40
351.38
307.04
374.84
665.03
193.22
353.14
400.93
703.69
214.65
791.43
407.52


15.56
24.05
18.20
15.67
19.28
16.60
20.95
15.17
16.26
16.08
18.42
18.44
19.09
17.87
17.35
20.33
25.94
16.13
16.68
17.23
18.16
15.82
16.46
16.47

Fe %
11.34
9.58
12.22
17.49
13.02
15.10
13.37
14.65
10.71
16.06
15.39
16.47
18.46
19.29
23.19
21.48
24.66
27.25
25.48
26.69
25.99
24.40
23.22
28.90


0.84
0.92
0.64
1.02
0.49
0.80
0.64
0.46
0.41
0.55
2.81
1.61
2.84
3.50
4.31
1.50
1.28
2.76
1.43
1.41
1.26
2.62
0.71
1.62

RDS
0.07
0.10
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.18
0.10
0.15
0.18
0.19
0.07
0.05
0.10
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.11
0.03
0.06

APPENDIX C
CHAPTER V SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure C.1. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) topology of etched holes in the HfO2 protection
layer via wet (HF) etching for 57 minutes (green). UV-ozone cleaning was performed for 2
minutes (teal) and 4 minutes (gold) which did not improve the surface roughness of the etch
region.

Before the dry etching method was applied to the fabrication scheme, the impact
of over-etching was investigated. The topography calibration tests indicated RIBE
etching for approximately 7 minutes was sufficient to obtain a smooth exposed Ni
contact, free from the 25 nm HfO2 protection layer etched away. In the event ~7 minutes
was slightly more than necessary, causing effective over-etching. This may etch and/or
damage the Ni layer.
Using planar Ni deposited on Si, the electrochemical consequences to potential
over-etching was investigated. Figure C.2 reports over etching has no detrimental effects
up to approximately 1-minute over-etching. However, over-etching in excess of 1 minute
up to 2 minutes tested proved to damage and etch the Ni resulting in a decrease in Ni

redox peaks and a reduction of light limited current. It is noted, however, that the OER
onset was no effected.
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Figure C.2. Cyclic voltammetry of silicon substrates covered with 25 nm Ni film (illuminated ~1
sun at Ni face). Light limiting current is depressed due to full coverage of Ni metal film over the
photo-absorbing Si substrate. Electrodes were directly exposed to the RIBE technique to assess
potential damage to the Ni catalyst. No detrimental effects were seen for 15 seconds (blue trace),
30 seconds (green trace), and 60 seconds (gold trace). RIBE of 120 seconds presents with
decreasing Ni redox peaks and a decrease in light limited OER current (red trace). The OER onset
is unaffected for all over-etching tested.

This control electrode is Ni metal directly on the Si photoanode with no protection layers
coating/obstructing the Ni contacts. The initial poor OER behavior and improvement with
only 40 cycles is consistent, indicated both conversion from Ni metal to the active
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH catalyst and advantageous uptake of trace Fe from the electrolyte
(discussed extensively in Chapter 3 of this Dissertation).
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Figure C.3. (a) Cyclic voltammetry 0.1 M KOH (pH ~13) of a control electrode of Ni-metal
contacts on a Si photoanode with no protect layers. The initial CV curve (gray) has poor OER onset
and small redox peaks. After the initial 40 cycles (black) there is an improved OER onset and
significant increase in redox peaks.
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